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ABSTRACT 

Academics, practitioners and media agree that the topic of work-life balance is on the agenda 
and valued by the new business generation. Although Sweden might be considered a working 
friendly country, the management consultancy industry is not recognized to be the same. With 
an institutional perspective we will through a discourse analysis investigate the 
communication on Swedish management consultancies webpages in order to explore how 
consultancies relate to the work-life balance discourse. In this study we look at work-life 
balance communication as a continuum with abstract and concrete as two opposites where the 
level of concreteness will decide the level of responsibility dedicated from the organizations 
regarding employees` work-life balance. Our findings suggest that the discourse is mostly 
composed of abstract descriptive talk, which indicates that the communication exists as a 
legitimizing result of institutional pressures, and might not be an essential matter for the 
concultancies` everyday practice. A big part of the responsibility to achieve a work-life 
balance is put upon the individual employee and even though initiatives are presented they are 
seldom followed up by concrete targets or supported with results.  
 

Keywords: institutional theory, work-life balance, discourse, management consultancies, 
communication, web pages, responsibilization, decoupling, hypocrisy, inconsistencies.   
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1. Introduction   
The term work-life balance indicate a person’s balance between work and private-life and 

suggest that work and life are interdependent, meaning that if you tip more towards life you 

will somehow neglect work and vice versa. Spending more time at work will affect the hours 

left over for your private life and the other way around. In simply terms balance suggests that 

work is not integral to life and it implies a simple trade-off between two spheres (Gregory & 

Milner, 2009). Because of its universal description, its subjective manner (c.f. Røvik, 2002) and 

the growing interest regarding the issues of work-life balance both among academics and 

practitioners (Sturges & Guest, 2004) work-life balance is arguable a management idea here to 

stay (c.f. Røvik, 2002). Requesting a balance in life is nothing new (Karthik, 2013), the 

phenomenon is rather renamed under the term work-life balance. It is something everyone can 

relate to and because the term is defined and presented in such a abstract form it will be 

perceived as tools every organization can and need to deal with (c.f. Røvik, 2002).  

 

Dealing with management ideas with no clear-cut answers is, from an organizational 

perspective, both appreciated and problematic. On one hand, it leaves room for interpretations 

and adaption while on the other hand subjectivity makes it hard to find an agreeable solution 

suitable for all stakeholders. Dilemmas like this are what contemporary organizations have to 

deal with and an institutional perspective explains why. Laws are not alone in deciding how 

organizations can act and it is equally important to adapt to societal norms, environmental 

institutional pressures and what present and potential stakeholders advocates in order to not 

loose legitimacy.  (Furusten, 2013). Following an institutional perspective, it is now argued that 

organizations need to take action and understand the importance of the work-life balance 

discourse (Sturges & Guest, 2004; Karthik, 2013). 

 

For the sixth year in a row, having work-life balance has been the number one career goal in 

Universum´s ranking of Swedish young professionals1 top career goals (DI bilaga 2013, 

Destination Framtiden), again indicating that work-life balance is a trend here to stay. 

However, accompanying this list was the same young professionals´ rank of the top 100 ideal 

employer of 2014. One industry that clearly dominated the ranking was management 

consultancies (Karriärsbarometern, 2014). From 2009 until 2014, the same amount of years as 

work-life balance has been a top career goal; management consultancy have been the most 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  DEFINITION YOUNG PROFESSIONALS: People under 40 years with an academic background that has 1-8 
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attractive industry. Contradictory, it is a universal criticism that management consultants have 

long working days and an argued a poor work-life balance (Alvesson & Robertson, 2006; 

O´Mahoney & Markham 2013 p. 366) whereby they constitute an interesting case for this 

thesis. The paradox is clear; young professionals in Sweden want to have work-life balance yet 

they want to work for companies known for lacking the same. 

 

The Swedish market can be considered good at dealing with issues regarding life and work as 

Sweden has played an active role in the efforts to realise a good working environment and good 

working conditions (Sahlin-Andersson, 2006). According to OECD´s Better life index, people 

in Sweden work less hours a year compared to the OECD average and devotes more hours a 

day to personal care and leisure (OECD Better Life Index, 2013). A reasonable explanation 

might be Sweden´s presence of collective agreements (Swedish: Kollektivavtal) and Unions 

regulating parts of peoples working conditions. Since all of the management consultancies on 

Universum´s ranking operate internationally it is interesting to see what is communicated 

regarding work-life balance towards the Swedish market. And although Sweden can be 

considered a “working friendly” country, the management consultancy industry is not 

recognized to be the same. In her dissertation, Susanna Alexius (2007) deals with Swedish 

management consultants and the art of escaping rules. Her finding suggests that management 

consultants openly ignore rules and that “they are as good at escaping rules as they are skilful 

at regulating others” (Alexius, 2007 p. 180). These findings further motivate the choice of 

investigating management consultants. If Swedish consultants are bad at following rules, how 

about more normative rules as promoting work-life balance?  

 

The management consultancy industry stands or falls by the consultant´s reputation and a 

stained corporate image will affect both the industry and the single firm in a negative way 

(Alvesson & Robertson, 2006; Hagenmeyer, 2007). Adapting to organizational concepts has 

always played an important role in the way management consultants have legitimized their 

existence (Heusinkveld et al, 2013). Whittle (2008) even argue that it is important for 

management consultancies to “jump on the bandwagon” and not miss out on management 

trends or concepts that is “on the agenda”, missing out is argued to jeopardize the consultancies 

reputation (Whittle, 2008). Considering an institutional perspective and present work-life 

balance discourse we therefore argue work-life balance to be a management idea too important 

for the consultancies to neglect. Management consultancies that are highly people dependent 

(Alvesson & Robertson, 2006) and often refer to their employees as “our most valuable asset” 
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should care for and value their employees, and then also communicate about work-life balance. 

However to what extent is not clear. 

 

Research has indicated that subjective and then arguable unsolvable dilemmas with no single 

solution tend to lead towards organizational communication being mostly abstract with a low 

level of concreteness (Brunsson, 1993). A traditional way at looking at organizational decisions 

is to expect a clear line between talk, decision and action (Brunsson, 2006). Yet, this does not 

say anything about the organizations´ action regarding the issue in question. Here, other 

theories are more suitable. We have identified two arguments, when put together with the level 

of concreteness in the communication can explain the level of an organization´s responsibility 

to achieve employees´ work-life balance; (1) responsibilization (c.f. ) & Jepperson, 2000; 

Meyer, 2010; Alexius, 2011) and (2) organizational hypocrisy (Brunsson, 1986; 1993; 2006). 

With this thesis we take a critical stance and investigate the communication of work-life 

balance at management consultancies operating on the Swedish market. We intend to, by the 

use of a discourse analysis, analyse the consultancies web pages in order to examine how 

management consultancies relate to the work-life balance discourse. Thereafter, we will 

highlight the differences between descriptive talk and communicated actions by determine the 

level of concreteness in the communicated work-life balance discourse. The purpose of this 

paper is thereby, from an organizational perspective, to uncover management consultancies’ 

representation of work-life balance, try to part out what is actually being said and contribute 

with a new context and a new perspective to already existing work-life balance research (c.f 

Hoffman & Cowan, 2008). 

 

RQ1  How do Swedish management consultancies relate to work-life balance? 

RQ2  What does the discursive construction of work-life balance say about the management 

consultancies’ responsibility to accomplish employees’ work-life balance? 

 

To be able to decide the level of concreteness together with a grade of responsibility dedicated 

from the organizations regarding achievement of employees work-life balance we will not only 

be able to say something about this specific case, we will also be able to generalize the results 

and draw further conclusions regarding wider society. Meaning that we can connect our 

findings to see indications of to what extent stakeholders keep organizations responsible for 

trends such as work-life balance. 
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1.1 Thesis disposition 
In the following section our literature review is presented. The first part of the literature review 

work as a frame to explain what work-life balance is and to give examples how other 

organizations have related to the work-life balance discourse. The second part is of explanatory 

character available to help the reader understand why communication of a concept like work-

life balance look the way it does. Finally, the literature review is summarized in a hypothesis 

illustrated in a model. In section three, the method of the study is described and accounted for.  

Section four covers the result of the empirical investigation. Here an extended version of our 

coding framework is presented together with overall themes of what characterizes the work-life 

balance at the web pages of our investigated management consultancies. Finally the last 

sections contain our analysis and conclusions. The analysis will discuss our findings and relate 

them the literature review to highlight similarities, differences and explanations. Then we 

summarize our findings and main contributions, propose conclusions and leave suggestions for 

further research.     
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2. Literature review 
2.1 Work-life balance  
Work-life balance is as the term reads the balance between work-life and private-life. Karthik 

(2013, p. 26) defines it as “a person’s control over the responsibilities between their work 

place, family, friend and self” while McCarthy, Darcy and Grady (2010, p. 158) have a more 

organizational perspective and define it as “the general term used to describe organizational 

initiatives aimed at enhancing employee experience of work and non-work domains”. The term 

work-life balance indicate that work and life are interdependent, meaning that if you tip more 

towards life you will somehow neglect work and vice versa. Spending more time at work will 

affect the hours left over for your private life and the other way around. In simply terms 

balance suggests that work is not integral to life and it implies a simple trade-off between two 

spheres (Gregory & Milner, 2009). As specified, work-life balance has been defined by several 

researchers in different ways, and as a management trend, we argue similar to Sahlin-

Andersson`s (2006) research on CSR trends, that it must be stressed that it exist different 

opinions what work-life balance stand for, what the trend really is, where it comes from, where 

it is heading and who the leading actors are (c.f. Sahlin-Andersson, 2006). Although existing 

ambiguity, in this thesis we embrace the statement given by Gregory and Milner (2006) that 

some parts of either work or private-life have to be given less attention if the other shall receive 

more.   

 

Gregory and Milner (2009) have in work-life balance literature found three general categories 

in employees´ work-life balance priorities: (1) working time arrangement including total 

working hours and flexibility; (2) for those with parenting or other care responsibilities - 

parental leave entitlements (maternity, paternity, parental and carers); (3) and finally - childcare 

(subsidies or direct provision). Initiatives to enhance work-life balance could therefore include 

arrangements where you can reduce your working hours, arrangements giving you the 

possibility to have a family outside of work, and to offer support systems and education in 

order to help employees managing work-life balance (Gregory & Milner, 2009; McCarthy et al, 

2010; Karthik, 2013). Initiatives to promote work-life balance are summarized in table 1. 

Additionally, Sturges and Guest´s (2004) results show that employers who emphasize the 

employees’ life outside of work have impact of the employees’ perceived conflict between 

home and work. Their result is consistent with Carlson and Perrewé´s (1999) which indicate 
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that individuals are less likely to feel imbalance between work and private life if their employer 

has consideration for their lives outside of work.  

 
Table 1: Work-life balance initiatives in literature 

 

 

Karthik (2013) discusses potential results deriving from work-life balance commitments. 

Succeeding with balancing work and life can reduce employees stress levels, raise job 

satisfaction, reduce staff turnover rates, reduce absenteeism and sick days and result in being a 

preferable employer or put in other words, being an employer of choice (Karthik, 2013). 

Working towards a work-life balance might be a mutual work among the employee and the 

employer but it can be discussed who has the ultimate responsibility. If an organization, and 

more specifically management consultancies, experiences these kinds of results they should 

arguably communicate them to further strengthen their legitimacy (Heusinkveld et al, 2013).  

 

2.2 Communication of work-life balance 
When investigating present research regarding work-life balance majority of the literature is 

about creating and maintaining work-life balance among genders (Emslie & Hunt, 2009), how 

individuals can handle work-life balance (Gregory & Milner, 2009; Sonnentag, 2012; Cheng & 

McCarthy, 2013) and that offering solutions giving employees opportunities to work-life 

balance can increase the own organizations efficiency (Hobson, Delunas and Kesic, 2001; 

Karthik, 2013). Only one article has so far been found concerning organizations 

communication of work-life balance at corporate web pages (Hoffman & Cowan, 2008). When 

searching more specific for management consultancies communication and how they relate to 

certain expressions nothing has so far been found regarding communication of work-life 

balance concerning their own business. Rather, research is about management consultancies 

internal communication and knowledge management (Sarvary, 1999; Werr & Stjernberg, 2003; 

Author Initiative Explanation
Gregory & Milner (2009); Karthik (2013) Job-sharing Two employees sharing one job
Gregory & Milner (2009; Karthik (2013) Part time arrangements Not working full time
Gregory & Milner (2009); Karthik (2013) Flexitime Affect own working hours
McCarthy et al (2010) Tele-working
McCarthy et al (2010); Karthik (2013) Home working       Modern technology
McCarthy et al (2010) E-working
Greenhaus et al ( 2003); Sturges & Guest (2004) Support systems Employee counselling and assistance
McCarthy et al (2010); Karthik (2013) Education Time management, stress management
Gregory & Milner (2009); Karthik (2013) Childcare Subsidized or offered at office
McCarthy et al (2010); Karthik (2013) Healtth insurances
McCarthy et al (2010) Gym membership/training facilities
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Fincham, Clark, Handley & Sturdy, 2008) and how to relate to concepts regarding their own 

provided services (Alexius, 2007; Whittle, 2008). Hoffman and Cowan´s (2008) study is of 

interest for this investigation and the results from their research will create an understanding of 

organizations construction of the work-life balance discourse, and give a hint of what to search 

for in the management consultancies web communication.  

2.2.1 Construction of a work-life balance discourse 

In their study Hoffman and Cowan (2008) takes an organizational perspective in order to 

understand how organizations maintain control over work-life issues, and ask; “what do 

organizations mean when they tell employees that they should have a life” (Hoffman & Cowan, 

2008 p. 228). The authors found four themes uncovering the corporate ideology of work-life 

balance; (1) Work is the most important element of life: The result of the study showed that 

many of the investigated web pages communicated work-life balance in a way as it is in the 

best interest of the worker, while it primarily serve organizational ends. The texts do little in 

explaining what life outside work might look like. It is clear that most focus is put upon the 

term work and less on life. Thus, organizational discourses foregrounds that work is what is 

important in the minds of those viewing the web page. (2) Life means family: The term work-

life balance is often associated with having a family where the term family is described in 

traditional limited views. This is identified when organizations repeatedly use the term family 

when discussing non-work life. What was found is that work-life balance was often used 

synonymously with work-family balance and that there were no significant distinction between 

terms considering family and life. The term work-family balance suggests a privilege to people 

with children over other possibilities that a life might consist of other non-work related 

activities. Hoffman and Cowan (2008, p. 235) event state; “Want to have a life? Have a 

(traditional) family”. (3) Individuals are responsible for balance: The third finding made by 

the authors is that the responsibility of creating/having a work-life balance is up to the 

individual. At the web pages the role of the organization was constructed as a helping device 

there to assist the employees to find a balance between paid work and the rest of life. Actually 

making sure that a balance exists is then up to the employee. Thereby the individual, and not 

the organization, can be held responsible if a healthy work-life balance is not reached. In this 

way the organizations can create a positive picture of themselves as a good place to work, 

while at the same time placing all significant responsibility on the employee. (4) 

Organizations control work-life programs: The final finding indicates that work-life balance 

exists to benefit the organization. Two streams are found: (1) individual productivity and (2) 
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organizational success. Work-life balance increases the productivity of the employees, which 

further create organizational success.  

 

Hoffman and Cowan (2008) investigated web pages that represent work-life balance 

approaches firmly rooted in the United States and mean that the views on work-life issues can 

vary among nations and thereby call for similar studies in other contexts. It is a need to 

investigate the discourse within other contexts than the U.S. and provide explanations to why 

the work-life balances discourse look the way it does. Instead of providing a picture of what 

implications a work-life balance discourse might have for the individual employee and wider 

society we call for an understanding of what the work-life balance discourse say about the level 

of responsibility from the organization regarding support to accomplish their employees´ work-

life balance. To investigate communication directed toward the Swedish market and provide 

explanatory arguments will broaden the understanding of the work-life balance discourse.  

 

2.2.2 An idealization of work, worker and the employer 

Young and Foot (2006) did an investigation using content analysis and rhetorical criticism of a 

random set of Fortune 500 companies´ recruiting web pages. Their findings reveal that 

corporate recruiting pages are not only places to promote job offers rather it has become a 

forum for the companies to sell a glorified image of work and an idealized picture of the 

organization. The construction of work at the web pages is merely a strategic idealization of 

work, worker and the employer. Young and Foot (2006) say that in nearly every case the 

investigated employers were focusing on what they as an organization had to offer and how 

employees could benefit from employment – while at the same time hiding what the company 

was expected in return. Work is often presented as nearly perfect and the communication 

describes work as what gives meaning and purpose to one´s life. The web pages were less eager 

to present less ideal aspects of the job and the costs of working in a large corporation. 

Therefore Young and Foot (2006) express a need to examine not only what is said, but what is 

left unsaid. The authors also found that many organizations communicate about their workplace 

as something more than just a workplace where people are employed; rather it is described as a 

place where people gather to care about each other and do purposeful things together. 

Employees relationships are often described with terms as family, team or friends and the 

employer are referred to a benefactor keeping all this together. This is according to Young and 

Foot (2006) prominent in how career sites typically position employee benefits in terms of 

work-life balance.  
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Even though we are investigating management consultancies` own web pages and not purely 

career pages, we argue that Young and Foot (2006) results can be of relevance due to that 

organizations´ web pages work as an initial medium for fostering organization-public 

relationships (Guillory & Sudar, 2014). For organizations, the web pages provide a channel 

through which the organization can communicate with its stakeholders. For shareholders, web 

pages provide a channel through which organization can be viewed and be better understood 

(Kent, Taylor & White, 2003). Thereby websites are used to promote, maintain and enhance 

relationships and interactions with organizations stakeholders like job seekers, shareholders, 

employees and customers (Guillory & Sudar, 2014). We assume that a major part of the 

management consultancies` work-life balance related communication will be available on the 

firm’s career pages. 

 

2.3 Talk or Action 
2.3.1 An institutional perspective  

Furusten (2013) states that over the last 30 years, institutional organizational theory has become 

increasingly established as a way of explaining how organizations work in interaction with the 

world around them concluding that we as individuals and as organizations cannot isolate 

ourselves from what is going on around us. Conformingly, the cornerstone in institutional 

organization theory is that organizations need to incorporate and demonstrate their approval of 

widely accepted societal norms and values in their environment in order to be legitimate 

(DiMaggio & Powell 1991; Meyer & Rowan 1997). 

 

Excluding regulatory laws, there are institutional pressures in form of norms and values that 

determine conditions organizations and their managers must adapt to and manage in order to be 

regarded as legitimate actors in the type of business they conduct (Furusten, 2013). These 

institutional pressures determine what organizations can do, what they must do and what they 

should do and how they should do it, in order to maintain and not lose legitimacy (Furusten, 

2013). By that, legitimacy towards stakeholders becomes an important question for today´s 

managers and legitimacy is no longer granted because an organization makes more money or 

produces better products or services, but because it goes along with accepted conventions 

(Hatch 2013, p. 75; Heusinkveld, Benders & Hillebrand, 2013).  
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Going along with accepted conventions is an important factor in maintaining legitimacy, 

however without communicating how this is accomplished organizations will not gain 

legitimacy in the first place. Thus, an underlying assumption is that organizations and 

organizations´ communication are closely connected to what goes on in the world around them 

(Furusten, 2013; Fredriksson & Pallas, 2013). Massey (2001 p. 154) discusses the topic of 

legitimacy and how it could be a process where organizations gain, maintain and also regain 

support for the organizations actions depending on how their communication is perceived. We 

therefore want to highlight Massey´s (2001) finding that a firm is dependent on positive 

communication with its audience in order to succeed.  

	  

2.3.2 An institutional perspective on communication 

Organizations must distinguish themselves through multiple perspectives including their 

product and service offerings, their expertise and competence, their service commitment, their 

social concerns and also through their communication (Hallahan et al 2007, Holtzhausen, van 

Ruler, Vercic & Sriramesh, 2007). Organizations have to realize that their message is relevant 

not only to the customer of the organizations but also to its own managers, potential investors, 

critical stakeholders and to its current and future employees (Christensen, Firat & Cornelissen, 

2009). However, communication is said to be determined and conditioned institutional 

conditions (Fredriksson & Pallas, 2013; Furusten, 2013), so although organizations have legal 

pressures concerning what to report they are also expected to foster a trustworthy image by 

sharing and publicize deeper information regarding their activities with its stakeholders 

(Christensen et al, 2009). Here, communication is said to be more about a practice performed 

under the influences of social structures that define and constrain what to communicate, how, 

when and to whom (Fredriksson & Pallas, 2013). The argument is based on an assumption that 

organizations try to reduce risks and disturbances in their operations by complying to norms 

and ideas held by individual and collective actors that constitute and represent the most 

important resources in the organization´s environment. The goal of adaption is to achieve 

legitimacy, credibility and authority i.e. qualities that are necessary for the organization´s 

ability to survive in a society where they are scrutinized, audited and ranked by a number of 

stakeholder groups. Basically, if organizations do not adapt to and follows what is expected, it 

will lead to a damaged reputation (Fredriksson & Pallas, 2013). Organization-public research 

theory state that to maintain positive impressions of organizational reputation, organizations 

must work harder on maintaining high quality relationships with its employees and others 

belonging to the organizations audience (Guillory & Sundar, 2014).  
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An institutional perspective explains why organizations have to consider different institutional 

pressures regarding how to behave and not to behave. One pressure might not be compatible 

with another but in the end it all comes down to be a legitimate organization. The popularity of 

management trends can be explained by why they are adopted. Organization adopts 

management trends in order to be legitimate and attractive for present and future stakeholders 

(c.f. Sahlin-Andersson, 2006). The reason to acknowledge management trends seem many 

times to be less driven by the actual model itself and more in that the beliefs that adopting 

models and concepts are a part of being a modern organization (c.f. Sahlin-Andersson, 2006). 

Therefore it is reasonable to assume that an organizations communication will present the 

organization from its most beneficial side and that organizational communication reflects the 

best, most moral version of the organization. In this case that the communication regarding 

work-life balance show off the consultancies from its most legitimate side. If the organization 

has succeeded with something considered to be good, they will most probably communicate it. 

Here, we as receivers of the communication are capable of identifying the grade concreteness 

and also the grade of seriousness devoted from the organizations. Do they communicate just 

enough to earn legitimacy or do the organizations take responsibility, for in this case for the 

employees’ work-life balance, by taking action and communicate concrete goals or actual 

results.  

 

2.4 Arguments of explanation 
We have identified two arguments as possible explanations to why communication regarding 

work-life balance looks the way it does. Together with a decided level of concreteness in 

organizations´ communication responsibilization and hypocrisy will be able to tell the level of 

organizational responsibility regarding the achievement of employees´ work-life balance.  

 

2.4.1 Responsibilization 

Taking responsibility is considered to indicate a caring stance. Responsibilization has become a 

wide spread trend in many markets and the term indicated that responsibility to act is 

historically transferred from the state to the organization and now to the individual (c.f. Alexis, 

2011). Hoffman and Cowan´s (2008) finding that organizations decline responsibility is 

therefore not something unique for the work-life balance discourse. Today governments and 

organizations are more involved in enabling, inspiring, and assisting citizens to take 

responsibility for social problems in their communities, and formulating appropriate 
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orientations and rationalities for their actions. To transfer responsibility onto the individual 

leaves a benefit for organizations; they are able allocate blame on the individual rather than 

accepting accountability themselves if what is necessary is not fulfilled (O´Mahoney and 

Markham, 2013 p. 322).       

 

A shift of responsibility may appear in more than one way. During the middle of the 20th 

century a new kind of actor arose (Meyer & Jepperson, 2000; Meyer, 2010). These actors, in 

which management consultancies are included, do not act in a conventional sense, they rather 

instruct and advice others how to be better actors with help of general principles. Their 

authority lies within their otherhood and their absence of self-interests regarding the actors 

business. The receiver of the advice is seen as a conventional actor, a rational doer but since 

modern inconsistencies between how these actors should be and how they are always will 

indicate a gap, a call for expanded otherhood increases. These “others” are needed to provide 

instructions to today’s actors as every actor need help to live up to expected standards, and 

becoming what is expected. However, actual individual and social capabilities are often far 

from enough when it comes to implement expected standards meaning that actions will be 

absent and a constant reliance on a variety of consultants and advices are necessary. For the 

conventional organization, decision making discourses are separated from actual decision 

making and both of these are disconnected from action. This means that someone else tells you 

what to do which might not be what you can or plan to do leading to no taken actions, leaving a 

society where actions are absent. Consultants without responsibility for action are found 

everywhere and in reality this means a constant shift of responsibility where no one can be hold 

accountable. All in all, it all comes down to appearing legitimate since optimal actions are 

difficult to reach. A loop of legitimizing advices is created, but when it comes to acting - results 

and solutions are less available leading to a general legitimizing talk rather than actions.  

 
2.4.1.1 Decoupling 
Research on organizational change show that it is easy to change the way organizations are 

presented and the way we talk about how organizations work, when the fact is that the practice 

of the organization remain stable without changes or that any changes made tend to be different 

then what was initially intended (Furusten, 2013) Saying that organizations are taking action 

when that is not true, is what Brunsson (2006) name decoupling. In a society where many 

institutional pressures tell organizations what they shall become and an optimal level of 

fulfillment is absent, decoupling is what we can expect (Meyer, 2010). 
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2.4.2 Organizational hypocrisy   

We have all heard the expression “It is easier said than done”. Brunsson (1993, p. 489) has a 

similar expression;“It is one task to provide ideas; it is another to act”. This means that ideas 

and intentions are often expressed with a far distance from action and a lot of these ideas might 

even be impossible to convert into action, especially those problems that can be argued to be 

unsolvable (Brunsson, 1993). Proposing ideas is much cheaper than taking action - actions cost, 

take time, power and resources. Ideas can be presented but not implemented, which means that 

they can be stopped at the stage of an idea due to shortage of time, resources or actual solutions 

(Brunsson, 1993). Brunsson (2006) discusses the term hypocrisy, explaining why companies 

can get away with only doing so much when it comes to taking action. Organizational 

hypocrisy can be described as saying that you are doing something but really you are doing the 

reverse. An example of organizational hypocrisy is companies whose production harms the 

environment; only by carrying out their daily operations they affect the nature in a negative 

way. The hypocrisy happens when these companies communicate their environment policies, 

certifications and initiatives to plant trees in distant places when they actually would not have 

to do this if they did not harm the environment in the first place. In the case of work-life 

balance, talk and decisions will compensate for acting in the opposite direction, hypocrisy 

would be communication about work-life balance and decisions taken in the matter in an 

industry known for heavy work-load and being away from home. Fleetwood (2007) found 

evidence of this; that the discourse of work-life balance has been useful in legitimizing 

employee-unfriendly working practices and that the work-life balance discourse can conceal 

employee-unfriendly conditions with employee-friendly connotations.  

 

Thus, management consultancies constitute an interesting field of research when it comes to the 

communication of work-life balance. We know from own experiences, academics (Alvesson & 

Robertson, 2006; O´Mahoney & Markham, 2013) and practioners (Civilekonomen, 

Borneskans, 2009; SVD Carlén, 2011) that the workload and the amount of hours you are 

expected to work as a consultant is high. Many employees believe that long hours at work are 

what equal to a successful career (Sturges & Guest, 2004). Alvesson and Robertson (2006) 

state that management consultancies firms through high employment requirements manage to 

create an elite identity, which generates a feeling of organizational prestige. This in turns leads 

to high self-esteem among the consultancies that works as an important mediator of work 

performance, which promote commitment to the firm. A normative control of this kind leads to 
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consultants willing to work hard and that can be trusted to act in the interest of the firm. This is, 

according to Alvesson and Robertson (2006), important in the consultancy industry where 

working time is non-regulated and means very long working days, often exceeding 50-60 hours 

a week. Thereby, an “elite identity in a sense compensates for “non-elite” work conditions” 

(Alvesson & Robertson, 2006, p. 22). So, in many cases just because an organization 

communicates promoting of a healthy work-life balance does not mean that initiatives and 

policies actually are implemented (Hoffman & Cowan, 2008; Cheng & McCarthy, 2013) or 

that people dare to utilize existing ones (Sturges & Guest, 2004). We can therefore neither 

expect that all of the commitments and aspirations of work-life balance as expressed at the 

corporate webpages will be realized in a form other than just as text or talk (Kirby & Krone, 

2002). An elite identity or not, the number of hours you work is directly connected to the 

feeling of having a balance between work and private life, where more hours at work correlates 

with a feeling of less work-life balance (Parasuraman, Purohit, Godshalk, & Beutell, 1996; 

Frone, Yardley & Markel, 1997). O´Mahoney & Markham (2013 p. 365) argues that the main 

reasons why consultants quit their job is because of the long and inflexible working hours and 

the extended periods away from home.  

 

For hypocrisy to work individuals have to believe in the traditional administrative theories. 

People are generally interested in organizational actions, still, we are taught that talk and 

decisions pointing in the same direction will likely results in corresponding actions, meaning 

that we are satisfied with talk and decisions since we rely on the casual relationship that talk 

and decisions will lead to actions in the same direction. If we would not trust traditional 

administrative theories, organizations could not get away with only talking and taking decisions 

since that would indicate that they were compensating for acting the opposite way. In this sense 

hypocrisy challenges traditional views that imply a causal relationship between talk, decision 

and action. Talk and decisions pointing in one direction might even reduce the likelihood of a 

corresponding action and at the same time compensate for actions in the opposite direction 

(Brunsson, 2006). In line with Brunsson´s (2006) arguments, management consultancies 

acknowledgment of work-life balance with talk and possibly decisions are because of the fact 

that their employees have poor work-life balance. Decisions intended for external audiences 

may serve as indicators of the organizations ability, preferences or action and these are often 

presented to the public (Brunsson, 1986). We can thereby conclude that taking actions is far 

more difficult to achieve than simply presenting intentions for a better world.  
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2.4.2.1 Unsolvable dilemmas 

To include an institutional perspective and thereby consider external organizational pressures, 

which might not always be in line with the core business of the firm, we have to understand 

that these pressures create organizational dilemmas (Brunsson, 1986). Organizational 

characteristics that are useful in one aspect might be harmful in another, meaning that a work-

life promoter might inhibit for example the financial department´s goal of maximizing profits. 

Brunsson (1986) name external pressures as inconsistencies, which call for structures, 

processes and outputs that are inconsistent with a firm´s core business. Actions require 

solutions rather than problems and it is challenging to find solutions for inconsistent norms and 

unsolvable dilemmas, it is easier to talk about the problems. When issues lack obvious 

solutions, endless discussion and many suggestions are expected and no one can really claim 

that that problems of this kind should be solved (Brunsson, 1986). Therefore, when dealing 

with inconsistencies organizations have reasons to be hypocritical. To reflect about and take 

decisions regarding inconsistencies by hypocrisy may, according to Brunsson (1986), provide 

one explanation to why decisions are never implemented, and according to us, then never 

communicated.  

 
2.5 A theoretical framework 
With an institutional perspective, organizations are assumed to exist in an environment where 

different stakeholders put pressure on the organization to act in certain ways in order to be 

legitimate. The goal is to achieve legitimacy, credibility and authority. Therefore, for 

organizations, and in our case management consultancies, to not deal with work-life balance 

and communicate how they relate to the discourse would according to us damage their 

reputation. However, to what extent the communication is presented stands interesting. 

 

Research suggests that subjective unsolvable dilemmas with no single solution tend to lead 

towards organizational communication being mostly abstract with a low level of concreteness 

(Brunsson, 1993). The literature indicates that talking and taking decision is easier than actually 

taking organizational actions (Brunsson, 2006). The counterpart to just talk about the issue in 

question would be to communicate actual targets and/or results. This line of reasoning is what 

Brunsson (2006) name a traditional way of looking at organizational decisions, in which we 

will see a clear line between talk, decisions and action. Building on these arguments we argue 

that talk will be represented by abstract communication and action by concrete communication, 

giving us a continuum among which the consultancies discursive construction of work-life 
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balance can be placed. Yet, this does not say anything about the organizations´ responsibility 

for the issue in question. Here, other theories are more suitable. We have identified two 

arguments, that when put together with the level of concreteness in the communication can 

explain the level of responsibility dedicated from the organizations regarding the achievement 

of employees´ work-life balance; (1) responsibilization (Meyer & Jepperson, 2000; Meyer, 

2010; Alexius, 2011) and (2) organizational hypocrisy (Brunsson 1986; 1993; 2006).  
 

A level of concreteness can then be seen by looking at Brunsson´s (1986, 1993, 2006) theories 

about organizational decision-making and hypocrisy together with the findings of Alexius 

(2011), Meyer and Jepperson (2000), Meyer (2010) and Alvesson and Robertson (2006). If the 

work-life balance discourse give indications of hypocrisy or a shift of responsibility onto the 

individual; the communication would show characteristics of descriptive abstract language 

rather than concrete communication, since a concrete work-life balance communication require 

the organization to act. Building on previous literature, we argue that a low level of 

organizational responsibility together with abstract communication correlates with a low level 

of achievement and organizational action, which means mostly legitimizing talk. On the other 

hand, taking responsibility for action and in this case the achievement of the management 

consultants´ work-life balance would mean concrete communication which arguably represents 

a higher level of accomplishment and action. Figure 1 represent our attempt to concretize above 

arguments and constitutes a hypothesis for present study. Figure 1 will work as a tool when 

answering our research questions.  

 
Figure 1: Summary of literature findings 
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3. Method 
3.1 Selection of Management Consultants 
Our sample consists of eight management consultancy firms, all operating in Sweden. All firms 

in the sample can be found in Universum´s top 50 rankings of the “most attractive employer 

2014” in both Europe and worldwide. Additionally, 100 per cent of the sample made it into the 

“100 ideal employers for young professionals in Sweden”. Our selection therefore consist of 

following management consultancies (see table 1): (1) Accenture, (2) Ernst & Young (EY), (3) 

The Boston Consulting Group (BCG), (4) PwC, (5) KPMG, (5) McKinsey & Company, (7) 

Deloitte and (8) Bain & Company (Universum, Karriärsbarometern 2014).  

 
Table 2: Summary of empirical sample 

 

 

The above mentioned management consultancies might not be representative for the entire 

Swedish management consultancy market, that to a large extent consist of many smaller 

consultancy firms. Yet, all eight firms are widely recognized, respected and not to forget, the 

most attractive employers in the industry (Universum, Karriärsbarometern, 2014). All 

consultancies that offer management consulting advices does not have the exact same 

organization structure which means that webpages can contain influences from other 

departments within the firms. For example; “the big four” [EY, PwC, KPMG & Deloitte] are 

all known for among others offering auditing services. Thus, we have to greatest extent used 

the communicated information associated with the consultancy part of the organizations. 

Further, we did not aim to compare management consultants for other reason than to be able to 

analyse whether the quantity of work-life balance communication affects how the management 

consultancies relate to the concept, whereby all companies are given an individual coding name 

(see table 2). In the analysis the sample will be treated as a homogenous industry. 

Investigated management consultancies Coded name .se web page
Accenture A Yes
EY B Yes
The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) C Yes
PwC D Yes
KPMG E Yes
McKinsey & Co F Yes
Deloitte G Yes
Bain & Company H No
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The management consultancies that are subject to this study also operate on other national 

markets than the Swedish, which might affect the consultancies communication. The concept of 

work-life balance might differ from nation to nation (Hoffman & Cowan, 2008) and is best 

investigated within one single nation. Therefore, we have only investigated web pages with a 

.se ending in order to be able to argue that the text is directed towards the Swedish market. 

Thereby only the Swedish context was investigated. One consultancy firm, Bain & Company, 

did not have a Swedish web page whereby they were excluded from the study. By removing 

Bain & Company the sample is more consistent and higher validity (c.f. Eriksson & 

Wiedersheim-Paul, 2006; Saunders, M., Lewis, P. & Thornhill, 2009) was granted. Higher 

validity due to that we actually measuring communication aimed for the Swedish market and 

not communication aimed for other national contexts (Saunders et al, 2009). Since this is a 

study of communication, the written word is central. Some consultancies’ web pages are in 

Swedish while other are in English. We have translated Swedish quotes to English in text and 

the entire coding scheme, containing all quotes in original form, is available in appendix 1. 

	  

3.2 Selection of data  
The data for the analysis consists of the communication provided on the investigated 

management consultancies` web pages. The data is collected from the firms’ web pages during 

March to May 2014. Organizational communication influences to some extent the perceptions 

of participants and observers about the organization and its activities and thereby affects the 

organization´s image, brand and reputation (van Riel & Fombrun, 2007 p. 13).  By 

investigating organizational web pages we gain understanding of organizational perspectives of 

work-life balance and also study what the content of the web pages say about the organizations 

(Young & Foot, 2006; Hoffman & Cowan, 2008). The companies’ web pages are a seen as a 

space where the company can distribute organizational information in form of textual, 

graphical and multimedia features. The allocated space is not limited and there is no actual 

limit of how much and what to communicate. All consultancies are given the same 

opportunities to a web page and we argue that the material is representative for what the firms 

highlight as parts of their external communication. We will therefore be able to say something 

regarding what Swedish consultancies communicate that can be related to the work-life balance 

concept. This is an area that deserves more investigation since the web is an important medium 

between employers, employees and prospective employees (Young & Foot, 2006; Backhaus, 

2004). Hoffman and Cowan (2008, p. 229) agrees that organizational web pages are unique in 

the way that they allow organizations to “speak for themselves”. Similar to Young and Foot 
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(2006) and Hoffman and Cowan (2008) we intend not to seek understanding on what works on 

these web pages rather study what the content of the web pages say about the organizations and 

how the firms relate to the work-life balance discourse.  

 

When searched for text that can be related to the work-life balance discourse we assumed 

information to appear on similar places in every investigated web page. We expect information 

to be available under headlines like; “a day at [company name]”, “career”, “work at [company 

name]” and “meet our employees”. Parts of relevant texts were assumed to appear on what on 

the closest can be similar to the companies’ own career sites. To let already existing employees 

present their thoughts about the company are other ways of communicating through a web 

page. To post a picture of person X, Y and Z with a belonging text represents carefully selected 

(or crafted) employee testimonials which may represent a seemingly unbiased “insider’s view” 

into the organization (Young & Foot, 2006, p. 26). If reports (e.g. sustainability or annual 

reports) were available at the management consultancies’ web pages we have included them in 

our material. We have not actively searched for corporate reports if they were not highlighted 

and linked to in texts that could be tied to the work-life balance discourse.  

 

We argue communication provided at web pages to be well though through and to represent an 

organizational image provided and desired by the organization. Investigating a concept like 

work-life balance we wanted an organizational perspective and not individual opinions or 

subjective interpretations whereby interviews or surveys were not considered. Answering 

questions regarding work-life balance would probably not give anything else than an agreement 

that work-life balance is important and worth striving for. Before deciding whether an 

organization is something you might consider to be a future employer or a future business 

partner the web page is likely the first image a person interested in a specific organization get. 

We have therefore chosen web pages to be our only source of data. 

 

3.3 Analysing a discourse through a discourse analysis 
Qualitative research in the fields of marketing, sociology and communications theory has 

confirmed the significance of analysing language in social sciences (Deetz, 1992; Dyer, 1982; 

Silverman, 2001). Hence, organizational studies have made the language a common parameter 

for investigation in the area (Alvesson & Kärreman, 2000). This thesis attempts through a study 

of text presented on web pages analyse what and how management consultancies communicate 
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about work-life balance with the intention to identify how they relate to the work-life balance 

discourse. More thoroughly, whether the talk on the web pages results in initiatives followed up 

with organizational actions. Organizational discourse analysts engage in systematic studies of 

texts in order to explain the relationship between organizational discourses and social reality 

(Fairclough, 1992; Phillips & Hardy, 2002; Grant & Hardy, 2004). We aim to examine the 

content of the web texts communicated at management consultancies` web pages in order to be 

able to say something regarding the communication of concepts like work-life balance and to 

what extent society hold organizations responsible for management trends like, and similar to 

work-life balance. The method preferred is consequently a discourse analysis.  

 

3.3.1 Discourse markers 

When collected our empirical data, previous literature gave us the understanding of how to 

search and what to search for related to the work-life balance discourse. Hoffman and Cowan` 

(2008) result gave us not only four work-life balance themes, but also specific words, which 

they found representative for the work-life balance discourse. Firstly, they found that regarding 

balance, only terms such as proper, right, healthy, better, great and comfortable was 

communicated and little was actually done to clarify what balance looks like. Regarding the 

term life, phrases like personal life, professional life career and personal obligations we face 

today, work and life challenges, family, friends, personal responsibilities and doing what you 

enjoy most appeared. Secondly, terms frequently used to emphasize a family theme were; 

children, family, spouse, kids, adoption issues, parents, aging parents, you and your family and 

family activities. However, all of these terms put the term life in very narrow manners and 

reinforced the idea that a traditional family is the most legitimate lifestyle choice. Thirdly, at 

the investigated web pages the role of the organization was constructed as a helping device 

there to assist the employees to find a balance between paid work and the rest of life. Terms 

such as support, help you achieve, respects, assists with and encourage occurred frequently in 

the texts. Also terms as benefits, flexibility, adoption, programs and services also often 

occurred around the term balance, providing some insight to how the organization claims to 

assist employees in finding balance. Finally, the fourth finding indicates that work-life balance 

exists to benefit the organization. Phrases such as be more fully present at work and in their 

personal life, remain productive and valued, do your very best, reduce barriers to effectiveness 

and be more effective, contributing individuals all illustrate the effectiveness of the individual. 

Instead, when linking work-life balance to organizational success phrases such as good 

business relationships, remain a global magnet for talent, good business sense, market share 
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and net income, and competitive advantage in the market place are common across the web 

sites.  

 

3.4 Testing a theoretical framework with empirical data 
Successful textual analysis requires that the researcher can analyse and simplify the data and 

form categories that reflect the subject of study in a reliable manner (Kyngas & Vanhanen, 

1999). Both our literature review and our empirical texts have together laid the foundation in 

the creation of the coding framework that has worked as a helping tool in categorizing the texts 

on the web pages. Creating categories is both an empirical and a conceptual challenge, as 

categories must be conceptually and empirically grounded (Dey, 1993). First we went through 

the literature review from which we constructed our hypothesis that abstract communication 

correlates with legitimizing talk while concrete communication correlates with actual actions. 

To test our hypothesis and further answer to our aim, we collected data from the web sites with 

intention to place the quotes among our constructed continuum. Gathering the empirical data 

was done in three steps. First, we separately went through texts on the web pages and 

assembled what we individually argued belonged to the work-life balance concept. Then, we 

compared our results and went through the texts again, this time together. Finally we discussed 

the empirical material and all our collected quotes and divided our findings in to the coding 

framework. We ended up with 190 quotes, whereby we realized that abstract talk and concrete 

actions as the only two steering points was to narrow. The communication contained more 

nuances whereby our first theoretical model was devolved and more specified. Finally, we 

found five categories all scaled from abstract to concrete, (1) descriptive talk, (2) intentions, (3) 

initiatives, (4) targets and finally (5) results. These categories served as our codes to determine 

the level concreteness in management consultancies` work-life balance discourse. In step two, 

all of the web page quotes related to work-life balance was categorized under each code. If a 

sentence contained more than one of above codes it was categorized to belong to multiple 

categories. Each quote was also coded as individual, organizational or neutral depending on 

how responsibility for achieving work-life balance was expressed. The full coding scheme and 

interpretation process can be found in appendix 1.  

3.4.1 Common themes in a discourse 

Cavanagh (1997) argues that it is assumed that when classified into categories; words and 

phrases share the same meaning and can be clustered to represent the same things. Given the 

results from the coding framework, we found common themes explaining how management 
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consultancies relate to the work-life balance discourse. Both authors to this study have jointly 

processed the coded material by cross readings and had thereafter analysis meetings devoted to 

discussing and developing our understanding of the most frequent, common features of the 

communicated texts. This means that subjective interpretations have been made but interpretive 

aspects are integral parts of qualitative studies (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998; Morse, 1994). A 

textual discourse analysis require that the authors interpret the text, nevertheless, by being 

transparent and demonstrate how and why we interpret the different themes and texts as we do; 

other can follow the work and make their own analysis of the material (Strauss & Corbin, 

1998). Thus, the results will be presented with support of citations to increase the 

trustworthiness of the research and to give the reader a clear understanding of our findings. 

Citations presented together with explanatory text gives the reader a sense of where or from 

what kinds of original data themes are formulated (Patton, 1990; Sandelowski, 1993).  
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4. Result 
In what follows, the result from the discourse analysis of the consultancies` representation of 

the work-life balance discourse is presented in two stages. Firstly, we will introduce the 

extended model with all its codes that we found to belong along the concreteness continuum. 

Secondly, we will present our findings in form of five themes deriving from the result of the 

coded framework that reveals how management consultancies relate to the work-life balance 

discourse.  

 

4.1 Revised theoretical framework 
Testing our theoretical model we realized that it was to narrow and more nuances of abstract 

and concrete was visible. By going through our empirical material we ended up with five main 

codes; (1) descriptive talk, (2) intentions, (3) initiatives, (4) targets and finally (5) results. 

Descriptive talk represents the most abstract side of the continuum. Here we found texts that 

are categorized as being abstract ambiguous words describing something without giving any 

justifications. A quote such as “What constitutes a balanced lifestyle can differ depending on 

age, lifestyle and family situation”, are abstract due to its inexplicable nature. Descriptive talk 

does not say anything about the organizations position in the discourse or if the organization 

engage or have a will to engage in improving their employees’ work-life balance. A less 

abstract quote is intentions for achieving work-life balance e.g.: “At EY the employees are the 

most important factor. We strive for being an employer where all employees are happy and 

want to stay”. This type of quote states that the organization strive towards having pleased 

employees that are happy with their work and like to stay in the organization, however, nothing 

is committed or specified regarding an improving action. After wishing for where the 

organization wants to be, the next step moving towards a more concrete proposal would be 

taking initiatives for achieving a better work-life balance for their employees. A typical quote 

for initiatives follows; “We offer our employees individual solutions, which makes it possible to 

work less during certain periods in life and more during other”. Here a decision is taken to 

improve the work-life balance by offering flexitime, which is more concrete then talking about 

or wishing for work-life balance. Additionally, we found that there could be a big difference 

between the concreteness of the communicated initiatives. Therefore, we decided to provide 

them with a further coding depending on whether they were vague or clear. An example of a 

clear initiative is: “During the summer month we decrease the working hours to 34 hours a 
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week”, while a vague is: “When possible, we offer individual flexible opportunities”. A clear 

initiative can be answered with a yes or no whether it is implemented or not while a vague 

initiative is more complex and broader defined. Being more concrete is seen in the web texts as 

when management consultancies communicate a target for what the organization want to 

achieve with their initiative. Communicating targets increases the commitment and the 

likelihood for action since a target is either reached or not, which shows how successful 

initiatives have been. A target is represented by communication like… a reduction of 

employees’ overtime or a quote such as: ”The ambition is to have an employee turnover at 

around ten percent”. On the most concrete side of the continuum we see that the organizations 

reports results from their action that proves that actions has been taken. Results are 

communicated with quotes like this; "Our employee survey show that company D Sweden is 

perceived as an organization where you can combine both work and private-life". This 

reasoning when going from something abstract to something more concrete gives us the 

following continuum, see figure 2. In table 2 below a summary of the main themes used in 

coding, together with empirical examples, is available.  
 

Figure 2: A work-life balance continuum 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All work-life balance quotes were given the code organizational, individual or neutral to 

indicate where or to whom the organization assign the responsibility, see results below:  

 

The organization´s responsibility “We provide the structure to ensure success and the 

flexibility to accommodate your needs.” 

The employees’ responsibility  ”It´s important that you communicate with your boss if 

you need more flexibility in your working hours” 

ABSTRACT	   CONCRETE	  
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Neutral Responsibility  ”Our employees balance in life is important for us. 

Therefore, the foundation to our corporate culture is a 

continuous development and commitment.” 

 
Table 3: Summary of main themes in coding used to reconstruct a work-life balance discourse with empirical 

quotes as examples.  

CATEGORIES	   RESPONSIBILITY	   EXAMPLES	  

	  

DESCRIPTIVE	  
	   TALK	   	   	  

ORGANIZATIONAL	  
	  

	  

INDIVIDUAL	  
	  

NEUTRAL	  

”Discover why company C offers you a life-changing experience—not only a 
career ” 
 

”When helping our customers to reach their goals, you will at the same time 
fulfill your own career and personal goals”   
 
”Balance in your life differs between different people and can be different 
dependent on various things such as age, lifestyle and family situation”	  

	  

INTENTIONS	  

ORGANIZATIONAL	  
	  

INDIVIDUAL	  
	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

NEUTRAL	  

”Company D want to be an organization where you can combine work and 
personal life.” 
 
”We encourage our employees to fulfill both their professional and personal 
goals. Regardless if it is an volunteering engagement, a hobby or something else 
it shall be possible to combine with an employment at our firm.” 
 
”Our employees have different dream and priorities during different phases in 
life, company D wants to be an organization where work and private life can be 
combined” 

	  

INITIATIVES	  

ORGANIZATIONAL	  
	  

	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  INDIVIDUAL	  

	  

NEUTRAL	  

”We offer health exams, yearly health care and wellness contributions 
[friskvårdsbidrag] and we also co-finance our employees´ common athletic 
activities.”   
 
”The working hours are flexible and it is up to you to talk to both your boss and 
your team regarding how much you want and can work. There are great 
opportunities for individual solutions.” 
 

”During summer, our working hours are shortened to 34 hours per week.”  

	  

TARGETS	  

ORGANIZATIONAL	  
	  

INDIVIDUAL	  
	  

NEUTRAL	  

N/A 

 
N/A 
 
 

”The ambition is to have an employee turnover at around ten percent” 

RESULTS2	  
	  

	  

NEUTRAL	  
 
”Our flexibility policies were highlighted as world-leading 
inFORTUNE magazine's annual survey of top employers.”  
	  

 

	    

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 A result can according to us not be anything else than neutral. 
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4.2 General observations 
Out of the seven management consultancies we found that all of them communicate about 

work-life balance, however, to different extent and with different levels of clarity. In figure 3 

we see that consultancy A, B and C had a larger amount of text concerning work-life balance 

and G had least. Around 70 % of the communication that can be tied to the work-life balance 

discourse is categorized as abstract, while not even 1 % of the communication is categorized as 

concrete. Only one out of the seven consultancies communicated something that can by the 

closest be coded as targets. Six out of seven communicates initiatives but only four firms are 

presenting actions in form of results. 

 
Figure 3: Number of quotes distributed over the number of organizations 

 

	  

4.3 Management consultancies` communication of work-life balance is abstract 
Overall, the distribution of text is weighting towards the left side of the continuum, which 

means towards descriptive talk, intentions and initiatives. We do not see a clear distribution 

between talking about work-life balance, taking decisions about work-life balance and actual 

communicated organizational actions. Only ten out of 190 quotes represent the more concrete 

side of the continuum and the majority of all quotes (55 %) belong to the category descriptive 

talk (see figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Distributions of quotes among the continuum 

 

 

Given the number of quotes that are codes as abstract we observe an absence of more concrete 

communication such as targets, evaluations and results. Further, we observe that all seven 

management consultancies have predominantly communication categorized as descriptive talk 

followed by initiatives and intentions (see figure 5). 
 

Figure 5: Distribution of talk, intentions, initiatives, targets and results over the number of organizations   

 

Abstract communication is mostly expressed in the form of descriptive talk describing what 

balance is using ambiguous words. Representative for abstract descriptive talk are: 

”Balance in life varies from person to person and can represent different things 
depending on age, lifestyle and family situation.”  
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 ”We understand that people move on for lots of reasons. Perhaps you left to focus on 
 family commitments, gain skills in a new industry, or fulfill a life dream.“  

”Our employees have different needs and priorities during different phases of life. 
Company D wants to be an organization where work and private-life can be combined.”   
 
”Working as a consultant sometimes involves a high tempo with high demands within 
tight time frames. Clients’ preferences’, the high tempo and abrupt shifts between 
different projects and tasks are parts of what makes work fun. This is something each 
individual has to relate to and it is part of the profession. The industry attracts high 
performing individuals with strong commitment for the task. Sometimes this can lead to 
unwanted stress and health problems.”  

 

As acknowledged above, management consulting as an occupation can be stressful and lead to 

health problems due to the fast pace and high performing climate. However, we see that the 

majority of the consultancies highlight that employees are one of, or the most important factor 

for having a successful business. 

 

”The employees are company E´s most important asset. Our employee policy is 
therefore an integrated part of company E ´s business plan, vision and values.”  

”Within our organization the employees are of huge importance. Important foundations 
in our company culture are development and commitment.”  

 ”Company C’s most important asset — its people.”  
 

That the consultancies’ value their employees are clear, however, the communication of what 

the organizations should do to improve their employees` work-life balance many times consist 

of intentions and abstract desires of what sort of employer the consultancies want to be. Words 

such as we want to be, we shall be, we strive to be are commonly used.  

 

” Company E shall contribute to our employees’ health, security and wellbeing.”  

”We want our employees to enjoy an employment and pursue a future career within 
company B.”  

"Our employees have different preferences and priorities during different phases of life. 
Company D wants to be an organization where work and private life can be combined." 

 "We shall be the most attractive workplace that develops its employees and that is 
 actively engaged in the community and the environment. Company E is a major 
 employer. Our role and our social responsibility towards our employees are 
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 obvious. To be the premier partner to our clients, we must attract and retain the best 
 employees. We do this by offering an attractive and creative work  environment and a 
 stimulating and supportive leadership based on sound values." 
 
The results further indicate that the consultancies communicating least amount of quotes about 

work-life balance does not present any noticeable results, targets and few initiatives. However, 

more communication about work-life balance does not show significant correlation of 

communicating more concrete (See figure 6). Company A communicate most in terms of 

quantity of quotes, nevertheless, work-life balance targets were never expressed and few work-

life balance results were available.  

 

Figure 6: Cross tabulation of number of quotes vs. abstract/concrete communication  

 
 

Additionally, the consultancies acknowledge the term balance and that the perception of 

balance is individual. However, the consultancies seldom describe what a balance is or how a 

balanced work-life and private-life might look like. Instead the consultancies present images of 

employees` private lives in an attempt to illustrate the life-part of work-life balance. These 

testimonials are often found under pages as meet our employees or working at [company name] 

where the employees are presented with name and picture followed by quotes such as: 

 ”Outside of work I try to spend as much time as possible with my wife Katarina and 
 daughter Agnes who just turned 2. Being with Agnes usually means running around 
 like mad while singing and dancing. In the winter time I like to go downhill skiing, we 
 have a house in the small skiing village of Kittelfjäll and we tend to stay there as much 
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 as we can. In the summer, sailing is one of my key interests and I have been sailing 
 since the age of 7 and have been in one world championship…but that didn’t go really 
 well. It kind of became clear that I’m better in consulting than high-level sailing.”  

	   ”Outside the office my wife and I try to meet up with friends and family as much as 
 possible during the weekdays. Since my wife also has a demanding job we 
 typically spend two out of five weekdays in different cities. When I am “home alone” 
 I typically play squash or do some other sports with friends. In the weekends we 
 typically arrange or go to dinners and parties. Quite often we also spend the 
 weekend in other cities visiting friends.” 
 

4.4 Management consultancies formulate initiatives, but seldom act 
Management consultancies formulate plenty of initiates. Nevertheless, actual targets for the 

initiatives is seldom clearly defined and final results are absent and basically never presented. 

The majority of the management consultancies reported taking initiatives, and the single most 

mentioned initiative is that management consultants are offering flexibility when it comes to 

working arrangements and working hours.  

“It is recognizable that we should offer a flexible approach that enables our 
employees to create balance in their life. We have a strong desire to be a modern 
workplace where we respect the individual and takes advantage of the unique skills and 
experiences that each employee contributes with." 

 ”We know how important workplace flexibility is to enable you to strike a balance 
 between your work and personal life. Company A offers a flexible approach—giving 
 options for how, and where, you do your work.”   

 ”Our people are the foundation of company C’s success, so we are as flexible as we 
 can be  in making adjustments to your working arrangements. Whether you choose to 
 be away from work for an extended time, part-time, or just for a few hours 
 during the day, we respect your needs. We trust you to skillfully balance your 
 personal and work commitments.”  
 

Even though we see that management consultancies communicate initiatives, there is a clear 

difference between the concreteness of the initiatives (see figure 7). Out of the 190 quotes 49 

were classified as initiatives and 57 % of these can be described as vague. 
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Figure 7: Distribution of clear and vague initiatives 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
The majority of the initiatives were coded as vague meaning that they lack an obvious link to 

why the initiative would benefit the employee. Additionally, we see that a vague initiative does 

not comply to all employees always, rather when possible and convenient. Vague initiatives are 

characterized by not clearly committing to any organizational responsibility, example of vague 

initiatives are:   

 

”Company B offers many career opportunities and when possible, flexible working 
hours so you can create a balance in your life.”  

 ”To spice up life outside of work, the company C´s Nordic staff organizes several 
 annual  events and outings. For example, our autumn crayfish party is known to 
 company C´s offices  as far away as Sydney and Shanghai and features a strong local 
 flavor, in every sense  of the word. Company C Stockholm also hosts an annual black-
 tie, end-of-year holiday party  and regular spring outings.”  

 ”When you’re in an company A´s office, you will always find a workplace 
 environment  that incorporates our core values by design, enhances knowledge 
 sharing and  collaboration, and increases the visibility and access of our local 
 leaders. For example,  many offices feature a prominently positioned “Network Café” 
 that includes both work and social spaces, allowing employees and leaders to easily 
 engage and connect. ”  

 

Clear initiatives exist but they are fewer (43 %) than the vague (57 %) (See figure 6). These 

quotes are communicated in a way that no doubt exists regarding that the initiative apply to all 

employees, always and not just when convenient.  
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”During summer we decrease the amount of work hours to 34 hours per week.”	   
 
”We offer health examinations, an annual wellness and health allowance 
[friskvårdsbidrag] and co-found the employees common sport activities.”  

  
”Flex time schedule: Allows employees to vary their start and finish times around 

 predetermined core hours, or work their standard hours in fewer than five days by 
 varying the length of each workday.”  

 
”Company E´s employees are covered by collective agreements [kollektivavtal]. 
Company E follows Swedish laws and the collective agreements [kollektivavtalets] 
guidelines, this also when it comes to responsible dismisses employees. In accordance 
with the ITP plan [ITP-planen] Company E allocate money for the employees´ 
retirement pension.”  

 

4.5 Management consultancies equal personal goals to professional goals 
A third theme found in the communication is that management consultancies seldom mention 

life or family or any other word representing the “life” part of work-life balance. Rather, “life” 

is represented by phrases such as: your personal development, fulfillment of personal goals. 

Additionally, personal goals are often mentioned together with your professional goals and 

development, which indicates that personal and professional goals often are put together to 

represent the same thing.  

”While helping our clients to achieve their goals, you realize your own professional 
and personal goals.”  

”We offer a structured career path and invest in each consultant’s continuous learning: 
your development is important to us. We have a strong brand, and because we are 
growing rapidly, the number of career and personal-growth opportunities for 
individuals also continues to grow. ”  

”If you want to invest in your development and career you can be assured that the 
leaders are there to support you as much as possible.”  

”At company F, we work in teams. From day one you will build relationships with 
people who support and believe in you. This environment together with our 
comprehensive training program enables you to an outstanding personal and 
professional development.”  

“We encourage our people to achieve both their professional and personal goals. 
Whether it is a voluntary commitment, a hobby or anything else it shall be possible to 
combine with a job at company B.”  
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4.6 Management consultancies give you the tools, but they do not act 
The work-life balance discourse in terms of the communication at the management 

consultancies web sites highlight that the consultancies is not alone in taking responsibility for 

employees' work-life balance. The responsibility is shared, and often described as a mutual 

agreement. Yet, our findings reveal that in 84% management consultancies do not 

communicate any responsibility for taking action and achieving employees’ work-life balance. 

Rather, management consultants can be argued to be more of a supporting mechanism for 

work-life balance, using words as helping and verbs such as: supporting, encouraging.  
 

”Your development is a mutual commitment - we give you the tools that will help you 
along the way, you are responsible for communicating your needs and make the most 
you can of the opportunities you get.”  

”If you want to focus on your development and career, you can be sure that our leaders 
will be there to support you as much as possible.”  

 ”At company C, we encourage you to chart your own course.” 

 ”We give you the tools to succeed.” 

”It is important to talk to your boss how much you can and want to work, this because 
balance in life is something individual.” 

”One of the biggest advantages to work for company G is that only you set the limits of 
how far you can reach. Hard work is rewarded!”  

 ”We also offer a number of programs that help our employees balance a successful 
 career with a healthy lifestyle involving family, friends and community.”  
 

Figure 8: Distribution of individual, organizational and neutral responsibility among the total amounts of quotes 
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The result demonstrates that in most of the quotes (59 %) a specific responsibility was not 

communicated at all, indicating that the majority of the text was of abstract character. However, 

when communicating responsibility, the responsibility to achieve a work-life balance was to a 

large extent put on the individual rather than the organization.  

 

4.7 Management consultancies´ work-life balance is not for everyone 
Five out of the seven investigated firms separate information at their web pages depending on 

whether the receivers are considered to be experienced workers or newly graduates/students. It 

is the information to respective group that sometimes times differs. Information towards more 

experienced people contains influences of work-life balance like family commitments, health 

insurances, flexible working conditions and wellness while information directed towards 

students focus more on what jobs are available and how the recruitment process look like. 

Communicating in this way create contrasts regarding what is offered to whom and when.   

	  

4.8 Summary of results  
The representation of the work-life balance discourse constructed by management 

consultancies at their web pages in Sweden can be concluded in the five following themes all 

presented in table 3.  
 

Table 4: Summary of empirical findings 

1.	   Management Consultancies communication of work-life balance is abstract 

2.	   Management Consultancies formulate initiatives, but seldom act 

3.	   Management Consultancies equal personal goals to professional goals 

4.	   Management Consultancies give you the tools, but they do not act 

5. Management Consultancies´ work-life balance is not for everyone 
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5. Analysis 
5.1 A work-life balance framework  
Through readings of literature a framework for testing the consultancies construction of the 

work-life balance discourse was developed. With a starting point in Brunsson´s (2006) decision 

making theories we constructed a continuum with abstract communication and concrete 

communication as two opposite sides where abstract is represented by what Brunsson (2006) 

name talk and concrete by what is named action. This model was in the empirical section 

developed and specified because the empirical data indicated more nuances than we first 

proposed. With our new model we will be able to answer how the consultancies relate to the 

work-life balance discourse with more precise results than what was possible from the 

beginning. The level of concreteness together with a level of responsibility will not only tell 

how consultancies relate to a work-life balance discourse and to what extend the consultancies 

take responsibility for achievement of the employees´ work-life balance. It will also give 

indications of to what extent organizational stakeholders hold organizations responsible for 

action. The extended model can arguably be used to investigate similar phenomenon and not 

only work-life balance. 

 

5.2 Management consultancies communication of work-life balance is abstract 
Even though work-life balance can be argued to be an unsolvable dilemma we see that all seven 

investigated management consultancies have communication on their web pages that can be 

tied to the discourse of work-life balance, indicating that all consultancies has “jumped on the 

bandwagon” (Whittle, 2008). Though, the communication is, according to our discourse 

analysis, of different character reaching from abstract descriptive talk to more concrete 

communicated actions. Around 70 % of the communication that can be tied to the work-life 

balance discourse is categorized as abstract descriptive talk and intensions, while not even 1 % 

of the communication is categorized as concrete. We found that the majority of the 

communication is characterized as abstract meaning descriptive talk, intentions and vague 

initiatives.  

 

Being mostly abstract and seldom concretize with targets or results can be a result of what 

institutional theory highlight regarding institutional pressures put upon an organization and 

what Brunsson (1986) describes as inconsistencies. Management consulting is a knowledge 

intense and people dependent industry (Alvesson & Robertson, 2006) whereby work-life 
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balance should be of high priority, however, even though a people dependent business, 

managing work-life balance is not its main reason to exist and work-life balance can thereby be 

considered inconsistent (c.f. Brunsson, 1986) with the consultancies main business. Many 

inconsistencies or pressures deriving from the organizations´ institutional environment generate 

dilemmas. To handle different pressures regarding how to act and what to communicate creates 

problems because handling one pressure might be contradictory to a solution within another 

pressure (Brunsson, 1986). Delivering a highly professional solution within a tight time frame 

might therefore interfere with promoting and working for a balance between work and private-

life. It is therefore easier for organizations to just talk, wish for a better future and never reach 

any concrete actions, since then, no one can argue that the problem was not solved and a 

positive communication toward the consultancies` stakeholders is accomplished (Massey, 

2001). As described in the introduction to this thesis organizations many times need to deal 

with dilemmas with no clear cut solution and above arguments are according to us one way of 

explaining why communication regarding an issue like work-life balance look the way is does. 

 

The consultancies highlight the term balance and communicate that it can vary among 

individuals. However, what a balance in life might look like is not as clear. Often balance is 

communicated followed by communication related to work leaving the leisure part of life 

absent. One attempt is when the organizations let a hand-picked assembly of their employees 

to, under headlines as meet our employees and out of office, describe their work and their 

leisure time. Young and Foot (2006) saw similar ways of communicating in their investigation 

and like them we have reasons to believe that the texts represents carefully selected (or possible 

crafted) employee testimonials. These employees´ testimonials may represent a seemingly 

unbiased insider´s view” where we can read that the employees are enjoying everything from 

skiing and sailing to horseback riding at their free time yet how the organization is there to 

support these interests are not as prominent. Maybe these activities are just interests realized 

once every year or interest never realized in other than just descriptive talk. By letting their 

employees do all the talking when it comes to leisure the management consultancies do not 

have to be the carriers of the “life part” of work-life balance. Thereby, they transfer 

responsibility onto the individual which leaves a benefit for the organizations; they are able 

allocate blame on the individual rather than accepting accountability themselves if what is 

necessary is not fulfilled (Hoffman & Cowan, 2008; O´Mahoney and Markham, 2013 p. 322). 

Doing so, the management consultancies are able to “show” that employees have work-life 

balance without committing to being the actor enabling it. So even though the employees are 
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the consultancies most valuable assets, the absence of concrete communication in form of 

targets and results indicate a low achievement of the employees’ work-life balance, pointing 

towards a possible decoupling mechanism or more likely hypocrisy.  

 

5.3 Management consultancies formulate initiatives, but seldom act 
Management consultancies in our study are not afraid to formulate initiatives, however they 

seldom act. Out of 190 quotes, 26% were coded as initiatives, out of which 57% were 

characterized as vague and 43% as clear. In relation to targets and actions which stood for less 

than 1% of the total amount of quotes. Many initiatives offered by the consultancies can be 

found in the literature review. Similar to Gregory and Milner (2009) we see that working time 

arrangements including total working hours and flexibility is prominent in the way the 

consultancies relate to the work-life balance discourse. In our result we see initiatives such as 

flextime, and different offerings of home working, e.g. tele-working and e-working, clear 

initiatives in form of health insurances and gym memberships are also offered. What we did not 

find in the consultancies communication that is highlighted in the literature review was 

facilitation of childcare arrangements (Gregory & Milner, 2009; Karthik, 2013). This might be 

a result of Swedish welfare meaning that e.g. childcare is offered to all families.  

 

In the communication we see that consultancies offer their employees education, coaching and 

programs in a variety of editions. Quotes like; ”we also offer a number of programs that help 

our employees balance a successful career with a healthy lifestyle involving family, friends and 

community”; "coaching is about guiding the employees to see their own potential and getting 

strengthened in following through” and “we invest in every individual's personal learning and 

development - through training, coaching and regular feedback” indicate that initiatives such 

as education and support systems are available (c.f. McCarthy el al, 2009). However, the 

offered education is seldom expressed to be as narrow as only maintaining time management, 

health or stress management, rather it is spooked about in more general terms as to help the 

employees to manage a successful career with a healthy lifestyle.  

 

By communicating initiatives aimed for improvements of the employees’ work-life balance, the 

firms´ communication is moving one step toward being more concrete compared to descriptive 

talk and intentions. The highest level of concreteness is, as already expressed, communicated 

targets and results. The literature review highlights what a concrete target or a fulfilment of a 
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target (a result) might look like, a successful work-life balance can reduce employees stress 

levels and raise job satisfaction. Other goals for organizations to aim for, that also can be 

realized with the help of work-life balance, are reduced employee turnover, reduced 

absenteeism and sick days and being a preferable employer of choice (Karthik, 2013). The 

discourse analysis shows some few attempts to communicate this but most of above conditions 

are expressed in terms of less concrete intentions. “Company E shall contribute to our 

employees' health, safety and well-being" and "we want our employees to enjoy and invest in a 

continued career with us” are two sentences indicating that possible targets and results are 

communicated as future expectations and aspirations instead of actual measurements or targets 

achieved. We see similar patterns in the communication within all management consultancies. 

And since 57 % of all initiatives were characterized as vague the middle column in the work-

life continuum could arguably be divided into two columns where the majority of the quotes tip 

toward the left more abstract side. To offer vague initiatives once again indicate a shift of 

responsibility where no one can be kept accountable if results are not prominent.  

 

We know that it is one task to provide ideas, and another to act and since work-life balance is 

an arguable unsolvable dilemma it makes it even more probable that intentions will be 

expressed with a far distance from action (c.f. Brunsson, 1993). It is challenging to find 

solutions for issues like work-life balance and when obvious solutions are missing, endless 

descriptive talk and many suggestions are what we can expect (c.f. Brunsson, 1986). It is most 

likely that the receivers of the web communication also find it enough to have a communication 

that relates to the work-life balance discourse. What is actually said is of less importance. 

Therefore can organizations, like the investigated management consultancies, communicate 

work-life balance in order to compensate for a demanding business and at the same time make 

us believe that they actually take actions towards work-life balance improvements.  

 

It is evident in the result that the spread among our concreteness continuum is not evenly 

distributed. Compared to the amount of quotes that are coded to belong to descriptive talk 

(105), intentions (26) and initiatives (49) the targets (1) and results (9) are absent, meaning that 

the initiatives are never really supported by targets or followed up by concrete results. We 

argue that by formulating initiatives without communicating any commitment to actions or 

showing action such as actual targets and results is proof for decoupling and possible 

organizational hypocrisy (Brunsson, 2006). Additionally, according to Furusten (2013) 

changing how you communicate about how organizations operates is much easier than to 
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initiate organizational action, which further strengthens a decoupling mechanism found and 

presented in the results. The consultancies can thereby communicate that they are offering 

work-life balance initiatives when in fact nothing in the communication proves the existence of 

these benefits.  

 

5.4 Management consultancies equal personal goals to professional goals 
In their study, Hoffman and Cowan (2008) found four streams representing organizations 

communication about work-life balance; (1) work is the most important element of life, (2) life 

means family, (3) individuals are responsible for balance and (4) organizational control work-

life programs. Our findings indicate many similarities to Hoffman and Cowan´s (2008) study. 

Both finding number (1) and (4) can be found in our theme management consultancies equal 

personal goals to professional goals. By communicate things like; ”While helping our clients to 

achieve their goals, you fulfill your own professional and personal goals” and ”We offer a 

structured career path and invest in each consultant’s continuous learning: your development 

is important to us. We have a strong brand, and because we are growing rapidly, the number of 

career and personal-growth opportunities for individuals also continues to grow”, the 

organizations indicate that a work-life balance (represented by personal goal/growth) exists to 

benefit the organization. It is basically to say that if the organization grow and fulfill its goals 

the employees will also reach their personal goals, and that a personal fulfillment is dependent 

on a successful business. By giving such a motive, the consultancies control the employees to 

work hard if a personal fulfillment is to be reached and states that work is a very important 

element in a life fulfillment.  

 

Above findings is consistent with what Alvesson and Robertson (2006) argues to be an elite 

culture. Similar to what Kirby and Kone (2002) states, neither can we in our study see that the 

communication of work-life balance is realized in others than just text and talk. Therefore we 

assume that even though work-life balance programs or similar exists, it does not mean that the 

consultants use them (c.f. Sturges & Guest, 2004; Hoffman & Cowan, 2008; Cheng & 

McCarthy, 2013). An elite identity would therefore not only explain why consultancies not 

bring use of work-life balance initiatives and that because of this no actual results are available 

for communication, it would also explain why Swedish young professionals want to work for 

industries such as the management consultancy industry even though work-life balance is a 

highly valued career goal. Given an elite identity where the consultants want to prove that they 
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fit into these high achieving organizations our theme personal goals equals to career and 

organizational success is achieved through a normative control making the consultants believe 

that hard work and long days is what equals to a personal success. 

 

Additionally, if the employees do not complain and find themselves in a working environment 

similar to what Alvesson and Robertson (2006) names an elite culture no result will probably 

be available to communicate. An image as being superior and elite might be exactly what the 

consultancies want to achieve. This can arguably be used both as employer branding and as a 

sales argument toward customers. To offer the best and the most hardworking consultants is a 

competitive advantage, but it can end up in an unhealthy loop and from a work-life balance 

perspective it is most certainly not good. Work-life balance is subjective and it is difficult for 

an organization to manage all employees’ needs at once but who is supposed to take on the 

responsibility within a culture where the employees most certainly will (dare) not?    

 

Work-life balance is highly valued by young professionals in Sweden and have recently also 

received a lot of attention in academic research as well in media. The work-life balance 

discourse is then arguably too important for management consultancies to neglect, and to not 

mention and talk about work-life balance might damage the consultancies reputation 

(Hagenmeyer, 2007; Whittle, 2008; Heuskinkveld et al, 2013). Even though a communication 

of work-life balance exist the consultancies still highlight work-life balance in an abstract 

manner and in this case it seems that the work-life balance communication to be more because 

of creating and maintaining legitimacy and to go along with accepted conventions (Hatch 2013, 

p. 75; Heusinkveld, Benders & Hillebrand, 2013; Furusten, 2013), rather than to actually 

achieving results. Pointing in the same direction; management consultancies have a reputation 

of working a lot, meaning many long days (Alvesson & Robertson, 2006; O´Mahoney & 

Markham, 2013) and we know that long hours at work have a correlation with a feeling of less 

work-life balance (Parasuraman et al, 1996; Frone et al, 1997). The term balance indicates that 

some parts of either work or life have to decrease if the other is supposed to increase (Gregory 

& Milner, 2009). This together with that all investigated consultancies communicate about 

work-life balance one can argue the result of the empirical investigation to be in line with 

Young and Foot´s (2006) findings that communication present at corporate web pages often 

sells a glorified picture of work and the worker. Having an abstract work-life balance talk 

might therefore hide what the consultancy firm expects from their present and future employees 

in return (Young and Foot, 2006), which can be connected to Brunsson´s (1993; 2006) term 
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organizational hypocrisy and confirm Fleetwood`s (2007) findings that the discourse of work-

life balance are useful in legitimizing employee unfriendly practices.  

 

5.5 Management consultancies give you the tools, but they do not act 
Hoffman and Cowans` (2008) finding (3) individuals are responsible for balance is similar to 

our finding management consultancies give you the tools, but they do not act. A sentence like; 

”Your development is a mutual commitment - we give you the tools that will help you along the 

way, you are responsible for communicating your needs and make the most you can of the 

opportunities you get” indicate that it is the individual employee that have to act and that 

having a balance is then up to each and every employee. Thereby the individual, and not the 

organization, can be held responsible if a healthy work-life balance is not reached. An 

individualization of responsibility is what Alexius (2011) name as responsibilization. This shift 

of responsibility from the organization onto the individual employee is present throughout our 

findings where in 84% of the quotes the consultancies did not accept responsibility for 

employees work-life balance. These findings further strengthen the indication of a low 

achievement of employees` work-life balance. 

 

Management consultancies represent a group of legitimizing, advisory-providing actors without 

direct responsibility for action. When expected standards are tough to reach these actors is 

needed to support contemporary organizations in organizational problems. This kind of 

otherhood generates an environment where clear actions are absent and where no one is hold 

responsible for certain organizational results (Meyer & Jepperson, 2000; Meyer 2010). But, 

even though the concept of otherhood describes consultancies when working externally 

towards clients, we see similarities in how they communicate work-life balance on their web 

pages. By providing abstract tools such as support, encouragement and coaching, they are 

solely advisors even to their own employees when it comes to achieving work-life balance and 

once again shifting the responsibility unto the individual employee and abdicating 

responsibility.    
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5.6 Management consultancies´ work-life balance is not for everyone 
Large parts of the information about work-life was as assumed present in what at the closest 

can be described as the consultancies own career pages. However, in the empirical material we 

found a separation of communication whether the receiver of the information is considered to 

be an experienced worker or a student/newly graduate. By the first look this does not seem to 

be something strange but a closer analysis indicate that the content of the information 

sometimes differs to the both groups. The communication towards more experienced people 

highlight that it is important for the employees to feel comfortable and that good benefits are 

available in form of flexible working conditions, health insurances and subventions of gym 

memberships. Nothing similar is communicated towards students/newly graduates whereby we 

question if these benefits are not available for non-experienced persons. There is evidence from 

academic research that business values differs between generations (Smola and Sutton, 2002) 

and that young people today emphasize achievement of work-life balance more than their 

predecessors (Lewis et al, 2002), whereby we stand surprised to why some consultancies 

separate information whether you are a newly graduate or more experienced worker. Perhaps it 

is assumed that employees hired directly from University have to work hard to prove 

themselves before they earn benefits that work-life balance can offer.   

   

Hoffman and Cowan´s finding (2) life means family indicates that you have to have a family in 

order to be able to enjoy work-life balance benefits. Here we have not found any prominent 

similarities in our study. Of course words as family, children and maternity leave are mentioned 

but that work-life balance is equal to having a family is not something we have noticed. This 

might be a result deriving from the two different investigated contexts. Hoffman and Cowan´s 

(2008) study takes place in an U.S. context and our in Sweden, and perhaps is it easier to 

combine a family with work and a career in Sweden compared to in the U.S. This could be 

explained by Sweden’s welfare system, which provides employees with benefits, such as 

standardized maternity and paternity leave that other countries cannot take for granted. In this 

case, management consultancies do not separate an employee with a family from an employee 

without own children, the separation of earning a work-life balance is rather depending on a 

level of experience.  
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5.7 Actual targets fewer than results 
When building the work-life balance continuum we argued for a logical process; first one talks 

about an issue and wish for a desired state. Then initiatives are taken followed by targets 

regarding what to achieve. Finally, a result appears to reinforce whether the target was reached 

or not. However, after reviewing the results we noticed that the amounts of results where more 

than the targets. This indicates that results can be found or constructed even before the 

consultancies construct a target, meaning that the column in figure 4 should swath place. Since 

the possibility exists to construct results afterwards, targets are arguably more concrete than 

results. If no targets are sat, then no one can either argue that they were not reached, and a 

(positive) result will then just be a (happy) surprise.  	  
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6. Concluding remarks 

With this thesis we aimed to investigate the communication of work-life balance at 

management consultancies operating on the Swedish market. We intended to, by the use of a 

discourse analysis, analyse the consultancies web pages in order to highlight the differences 

between descriptive talk and communicated actions by determine the level of concreteness in 

the communicated work-life balance discourse. In this study we therefore looked at work-life 

balance communication as a continuum with abstract and concrete as two opposites where the 

level of concreteness arguably would decide the responsibility adopted by the consultancies 

regarding their employees’ work-life balance. Whereby our proposed research questions were: 

(1) How do Swedish management consultancies relate to work-life balance and (2) What does 

the discursive construction of work-life balance say about the management consultancies’ 

responsibility to accomplish employees’ work-life balance 

 

Our findings suggest that; (1) management consultancies communication of work-life balance 

is abstract, (2) management consultancies often formulate initiatives, but seldom act, (3) 

management consultancies equal personal goals to professional goals, (4) management 

consultancies give you the tools, but they do not act, and (5) management consultancies´ work-

life balance is not for everyone. This means that management consultancies operating in 

Sweden relate to the work-life balance discourse in an abstract manner and seldom 

communicate more concrete targets or actual results. The consultancies formulate initiatives but 

put the responsibility to achieve a work-life balance upon the individual employee. An 

individual´s personal goal is communicated to be fulfilled if the organization succeeds and its 

clients are happy. Finally, if you are a more experienced worker, you also earn a balance in 

your life more than a newly graduate.    

 

Given that the overall representation of the work-life balance discourse was presented in an 

abstract manner with mostly descriptive talk and intentions followed by vague initiatives 

seldom realized through targets or results we draw the conclusion that managements 

consultancies´ action to employees´ work-life balance accomplishments are low making this a 

case of responsibilization. The work-life balance communication seems to be more because of 

appearing legitimate instead of actually providing proof of actions. Because of the four 

following reasons; (1) the communication show many tendencies towards responsibilization, 

(2) given the amount of abstract quotes the concrete ones are missing giving a reason to argue 
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for decoupling, (3) management consultancies are known for working a lot and the web page 

communication highlight that the occupation can generate stress related syndromes whereby a 

work-life balance communication can exist to cover for a lack of the same – namely hypocrisy, 

and finally (4) that the consultancies equal personal goals to organizational growth is a sign for 

an elite culture where the consultancies arguably do not dare to utilize possible work-life 

balance benefits giving the management consultancies no concrete actions to communicate. 

 

To communicate more about work-life balance does not indicate on more responsibility taken 

for achieving employees´ work-life balance. Result from our analysis tells us that abstract talk 

clearly dominates the communication and that responsibilization is a big part in how 

management consultancies relate to the work-life balance discourse, whereby we can conclude 

that the proposed relationship among abstract communication and a shift of responsibility onto 

the individual exist. Our extended model works thereby as a way to explain organizational 

hypocrisy found among our investigated consultancies.   

 

In this thesis we argue work-life balance to be a management trend. However, a management 

trend inconsistent with management consultancies core business. Inconsistencies of this kind, 

together with that work-life balance can be considered an unsolvable dilemma, generates 

organizational dilemmas and a high probability of abstract communication. This is consistent 

with our findings and an additional explanation to the mostly abstract communication found in 

our result. This tells us that the work-life balance discourse among management consultancies 

in Sweden has not yet come to the point where you have to report and communicate actual 

targets and results regarding work-life balance in order to be seen as a legitimate organization. 

Which further indicates that receivers of the consultancies communication believe in traditional 

administrative theories. Thus, management consultancies can be argued to be persuasive, 

making stakeholders believing in that organizations actually do what they say they will do, 

which is why hypocrisy and decoupling work in the first place. 

 

Given Universum´s empirical result, that for the past six years work-life balance has been the 

most valued career goal among young professionals, we ask how the work-life balance 

discourse will develop in the next ten to twenty years. A generational change will occur 

whereby the management trend will grow stronger and the discourse of work-life balance will 

arguably be more institutionalized. Compared to other discourses as corporate social 

responsibility (CSR) and corporate environmental responsibility (CER) where the 
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communication can be as concrete as the reduced amount of paper waste in kilos per work 

department, work-life balance is far behind. We were surprised by how far behind the work-life 

balance discourse actually was and by the obvious lack of concrete communication together 

with low responsibility for organizational achievement of the employees work-life balance. 

Today it is enough with an abstract communication, however in the future, it will most 

certainly not be. 

 

6.1 Contribution, limitations and suggestion for further research 
With this study we have contributed with a new perspective to the already existing work-life 

balance in three ways. First, compared to what has earlier been done, a new national context, 

Sweden, is investigated. Secondly, our research focuses on one industry rather than a selection 

of companies from different industries, giving us an in depth study and a more homogeneous 

sample. Thirdly, to scrutinize the discursive construction of work-life balance through a 

discourse analysis we have been able to explain to what extent management consultancies take 

responsibility for their employees` work-life balance and have thereby broaden our 

understandings of these web-messages. For practioners; management consultancies are 

advisory actors and should lead by example; our investigation contribute with a wakeup call 

regarding their existing web communication and highlight to what extent existing stakeholders 

keep organizations responsible for issues like and similar to work-life balance.  

 

However, in present study we cannot say whether the management consultancies actually do 

more or less for their employees’ work-life balance then they communicates. With an 

institutional perspective we expect the consultancies´ communication to mirror the actions of 

the management consultancies, portraying their most advantageous side. A suggestion for 

further research is therefore to expand present thesis with investigating an insider perspective. 

Does the web page communication give a true picture of the organizations or is more/less done 

compared to what the consultancies are saying that they are doing. 
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9. Appendix 
9.1 Appendix 1 - The coding framework 

FIRM	   QUOTE	  
ABSTRACT/	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
CONCRETE	  

CLEAR/	  	  
VAGUE	   RESPONSIBILITY	  

EY	  

	  Samtidigt	  som	  du	  hjälper	  våra	  kunder	  att	  nå	  sina	  
mål	   förverkligar	   du	   dina	   egna	   yrkesmässiga	   och	  
personliga	  mål.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Hos	   oss	   är	   du	   inte	   begränsad	   till	   ett	  
affärsområde	  eller	  till	  att	  arbeta	  med	  samma	  typ	  
av	  uppdrag	  hela	   tiden.	  Din	  utveckling	  är	  mycket	  
viktig	   för	   EY.	   Den	   ger	   oss	  möjlighet	   att	   erbjuda	  
tjänster	  med	  högsta	  kvalitet	  samtidigt	  som	  du	  får	  
möjlighet	  att	  utveckla	  dina	  specialistkunskaper.	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

	  EYU	  –	  EY	  and	  you	  –	  är	  vårt	  ramverk	  för	  karriär-‐	  
och	   kompetensutveckling.	   Ramverket	   bygger	   på	  
tre	   hörnstenar:	   utbildning,	   praktisk	   erfarenhet	  
och	   coaching.	   Genom	   att	   kombinera	   dessa	   tre	  
delar	   ser	   vi	   till	   att	   våra	  medarbetare	   växer	   och	  
får	   nya	   utmaningar	   i	   en	   takt	   som	   passar	   varje	  
individ	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

EY	  

På	  EY	   är	   arbetet	   fyllt	   av	   utmaningar.	   När	   du	  
väljer	  att	  börja	  hos	  oss	  väljer	  du	  en	  arbetsgivare	  
som	   hjälper	   dig	   att	   utvecklas	   och	   som	   ger	   dig	  
möjlighet	   att	   förstärka	   din	   kompetens.	  Vi	   är	  
stolta	   över	   att	   ha	   en	   företagskultur	   som	   sätter	  
våra	   medarbetares	   utveckling	   främst	   och	   som	  
inspirerar	  dem	  att	  göra	  sitt	  yttersta.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Att	   vi	   har	   olika	  bakgrund	  och	   synsätt	   är	  mycket	  
viktigt	   för	   vår	   framgång.	   Det	   berikar	   den	  
rådgivning	  vi	  ger	  våra	  kunder	  och	  hjälper	  oss	  att	  
utvecklas	  som	  individer	  och	  som	  företag.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

EY	  

FAQ:	   Hur	   många	   timmar	   består	   en	   typisk	  
arbetsvecka	   av?	   Det	   finns	   ingen	   typisk	  
arbetsvecka	  på	  EY.	  Hur	  många	  timmar	  du	  arbetar	  
beror	   på	   vilket	   eller	   vilka	   uppdrag	   du	   är	  
involverad	  i.	  Det	  här	  är	  ett	  serviceyrke	  och	  vissa	  
affärsområden	   har	   väldigt	   tydliga	   högsäsonger.	  
För	   andra	   affärsområden	   beror	   det	   på	   kundens	  
behov.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

EY	  

Balans	   i	   livet	   skiftar	   mellan	   olika	   personer	   och	  
kan	   vara	   olika	   saker	   beroende	   på	   ålder,	   livsstil	  
och	  familjesituation.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

EY	  

Våra	  intressenter	  -‐	  Våra	  viktigaste	  intressenter	  är	  
ägare,	   nuvarande	   och	   potentiella	   medarbetare,	  
kunder,	   leverantörer,	   branschorganisationer,	  
tillsynsmyndigheter	  och	  lagstiftare	  samt	  medier.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

EY	  

Vid	   rekrytering	   söker	   vi	   personer	   som	  utmärker	  
sig	   -‐	   Vi	   söker	   dig	   som	   har	   goda	   akademiska	  
meriter	   och	   som	   visar	   ledarförmåga	   i	  
fritidsaktiviteter	  och	  engagemang	  i	  samhället.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

EY	  

Vår	  syn	  på	  hållbarhet	  -‐	  Det	   innebär	  främst	  att	  vi	  
ska	   stödja	   och	   utbilda	   våra	   medarbetare,	  
utveckla	  våra	  tjänster	   för	  våra	  kunders	  bästa,	   ta	  
ansvar	   för	   miljön,	   ställa	   krav	   på	   leverantörer,	  
medverka	   till	   ett	   bättre	   samhälle	   och	   samverka	  
med	  branschaktörer.	  	  

TALK	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

EY	  

Vårt	   mål	   är	   att	   bedriva	   ett	   ansvarsfullt	  
företagande	   som	  är	   långsiktigt	  hållbart,	  både	  ur	  
ett	   ekonomiskt,	   socialt	   och	   miljömässigt	  
perspektiv.	   WISHES	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

EY	  

Vårt	   mål	   är	   att	   skapa	   en	   miljö	   där	   alla	  
medarbetare	  känner	  sig	  viktiga	  och	  har	  möjlighet	  
att	  framföra	  sina	  åsikter.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  
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EY	  
Varje	  medarbetares	  bakgrund	  och	  erfarenhet	  är	  
betydelsefull,	  oavsett	  hur	  den	  ser	  ut.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

EY	  

På	  EY	  är	  medarbetarna	  viktigast.	  Vi	  strävar	  efter	  
att	   EY	   ska	   vara	   en	   arbetsplats	   där	   våra	  
medarbetare	  trivs	  och	  vill	  stanna	  kvar.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

EY	  

Hos	   oss	   är	   medarbetarna	   viktigast.	   Viktiga	  
fundament	  i	  vår	  företagskultur	  är	  utveckling	  och	  
engagemang.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

EY	  
	  Vi	  vill	  att	  våra	  medarbetare	  ska	  trivas	  och	  satsa	  
på	  en	  fortsatt	  karriär	  hos	  oss.	   WISHES	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

EY	  

	  Vi	   uppmuntrar	   våra	   medarbetare	   att	   uppnå	  
både	   sina	   professionella	   och	   personliga	   mål.	  
Oavsett	   om	   det	   handlar	   om	   ett	   ideellt	  
engagemang,	  en	  hobby	  eller	  något	  annat	  ska	  det	  
vara	  möjligt	   att	   kombinera	  med	   ett	   arbete	   hos	  
oss.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Att	   skapa	   en	  miljö	   där	   alla	  medarbetare	   känner	  
sig	  viktiga	  och	   har	   möjlighet	   att	   framföra	   sina	  
åsikter.	   Varje	   medarbetares	   bakgrund	   och	  
erfarenhet	   är	   betydelsefull,	   oavsett	   hur	   den	   ser	  
ut.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

EY	  

Att	   ge	   support	   och	   feedback	   så	   att	   våra	  
medarbetare	   känner	   stort	   engagemang	  för	  
arbetet,	  kollegorna,	  kunderna	  och	  samhället	  där	  
vi	  är	  verksamma.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

EY	  

	  Vi	   ser	   gärna	   att	   du	   tar	   egna	   initiativ	   och	   stort	  
ansvar	   redan	   från	   början.	   Vi	   uppmuntrar	   alla	  
medarbetare	   att	   föra	   fram	   egna	   idéer	   och	  
respektera	  andras.	  	  

WISHES	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Att	  arbeta	  på	  EY	  är	  ett	   serviceyrke.	  Det	   innebär	  
att	   vi	   är	   flexibla	   och	   att	   vi	   står	   till	   våra	   kunders	  
förfogande.	   När	   det	   gäller	   arbetstid,	  
arbetsuppgifter	  och	  arbetssituation	   vill	   vi	   skapa	  
en	  bra	   situation	   för	   varje	  medarbetare	  och	  ger	  
därför	  möjlighet	   till	   individuella	   lösningar.	  Detta	  
innebär	   att	   du	   kan	   ha	   en	   bra	   balans	   mellan	  
arbete	   och	   fritid.	   Det	   är	   inte	   utan	   stolthet	   vi	  
berättar	   att	   vi	   har	   medarbetare	   som	   deltagit	   i	  
OS,	  skrivit	  romaner	  och	  spelat	  in	  skivor	  samtidigt	  
som	  de	  gjort	  karriär	  på	  EY.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

EY	  

Att	  arbeta	  på	  EY	  är	  ett	   serviceyrke.	  Det	   innebär	  
att	   vi	   är	   flexibla	   och	   att	   vi	   står	   till	   våra	   kunders	  
förfogande.	   När	   det	   gäller	   arbetstid,	  
arbetsuppgifter	   och	   arbetssituation	   vill	   vi	   skapa	  
en	   bra	   situation	   för	   varje	  medarbetare	   och	   ger	  
därför	   möjlighet	   till	   individuella	   lösningar.	  
Detta	   innebär	   att	   du	   kan	   ha	   en	   bra	   balans	  
mellan	   arbete	   och	   fritid.	   Det	   är	   inte	   utan	  
stolthet	  vi	  berättar	  att	  vi	  har	  medarbetare	  som	  
deltagit	   i	   OS,	   skrivit	   romaner	   och	   spelat	   in	  
skivor	  samtidigt	  som	  de	  gjort	  karriär	  på	  EY.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Att	  arbeta	  på	  EY	  är	  ett	   serviceyrke.	  Det	   innebär	  
att	   vi	   är	   flexibla	   och	   att	   vi	   står	   till	   våra	   kunders	  
förfogande.	   När	   det	   gäller	   arbetstid,	  
arbetsuppgifter	   och	   arbetssituation	   vill	   vi	   skapa	  
en	   bra	   situation	   för	   varje	   medarbetare	   och	   ger	  
därför	  möjlighet	  till	  individuella	  lösningar.	  Detta	  
innebär	   att	   du	   kan	   ha	   en	   bra	   balans	   mellan	  
arbete	   och	   fritid.	   Det	   är	   inte	   utan	   stolthet	   vi	  
berättar	   att	   vi	   har	   medarbetare	   som	   deltagit	   i	  
OS,	  skrivit	  romaner	  och	  spelat	  in	  skivor	  samtidigt	  
som	  de	  gjort	  karriär	  på	  EY.	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Vi	   uppmuntrar	   dig	   att	   ta	   ansvar	   för	   dina	  
karriärmål	  och	  att	  ta	  vara	  på	  de	  möjligheter	  som	  
erbjuds.	  	  

WISHES	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  
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EY	  

FAQ:	  Måste	  jag	  resa	  för	  att	  utveckla	  min	  karriär?	  
Hur	   mycket	   du	   reser	   beror	   på	   vilket	  
affärsområde	   du	   arbetar	   inom,	   vilket	  
specialområde	  du	  väljer	  och	  vilka	  kunder	  du	  har.	  
Du	  måste	   inte	   resa	   för	   att	   göra	   karriär,	   men	   vi	  
uppmuntrar	   det	   eftersom	   det	   ger	   dig	   bra	  
erfarenheter.	  Du	  kan	  få	  mer	  information	  om	  hur	  
mycket	   resande	   en	   viss	   tjänst	   kräver	   under	   din	  
intervju.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	   Utveckla	  din	  karriär	  (HEADLINE)	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Arbetstiden	   är	   flexibel	   och	   det	   gäller	   att	   prata	  
med	  sin	  chef	  och	  sitt	   team	  om	  hur	  mycket	  man	  
vill	  och	  kan	  jobba.	  Det	  finns	  stora	  möjligheter	  till	  
individuella	  lösningar.	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Det	  är	  viktigt	  att	  prata	  med	  sin	  chef	  hur	  mycket	  
man	  kan	  och	  vill	  jobba,	  eftersom	  balans	  i	  livet	  är	  
något	  individuellt.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Miljön	  på	  EY	   ska	   inspirera	  dig	   att	   utvecklas.	  Det	  
sker	   via	   praktisk	   erfarenhet,	   utbildning	   och	  
coachning.	   Du	   har	   själv	   ansvar	   för	   din	  
karriärutveckling,	   men	   vi	   ser	   till	   att	   du	   får	   det	  
stöd	  och	  de	  verktyg	  du	  behöver.	  	  

TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

FAQ:	   Vilket	   inflytande	   har	   jag	   över	   min	  
karriärutveckling?	   På	   EY	   finns	   det	   inte	   en	  
gemensam	  karriärväg	  som	  alla	  följer.	  Den	  väg	  du	  
själv	  stakar	  ut	  begränsas	  bara	  av	  dina	  egna	  val.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Att	   arbeta	   hos	   oss	   På	  EY	   är	   arbetet	   fyllt	   av	  
utmaningar.	  När	  du	  väljer	  att	  börja	  hos	  oss	  väljer	  
du	  en	  arbetsgivare	  som	  hjälper	  dig	  att	  utvecklas	  
och	  som	  ger	  dig	  möjlighet	  att	  nå	  dina	  mål.	   	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Bli	  en	  del	  av	  EY	  Ditt	  nästa	  steg	   i	  karriären	  borde	  
vara	  ett	  steg	  mot	  att	  uppnå	  dina	  personliga	  och	  
professionella	   mål.	   Med	   andra	   ord	   ett	  
betydelsefullt	  steg	  för	  dig.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Din	   utveckling	   är	   ett	   ömsesidigt	   åtagande	   –	   vi	  
står	   för	   verktygen	   som	  hjälper	  dig	  på	  vägen,	  du	  
ansvarar	   för	   att	   kommunicera	   dina	   behov	   och	  
göra	  det	  mesta	  du	  kan	  av	  de	  möjligheter	  du	  får.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Din	   utveckling	   är	   ett	   ömsesidigt	   åtagande	   –	   vi	  
står	  för	  verktygen	  som	  hjälper	  dig	  på	  vägen,	  du	  
ansvarar	   för	   att	   kommunicera	   dina	   behov	   och	  
göra	  det	  mesta	  du	  kan	  av	  de	  möjligheter	  du	  får.	  	   TALK	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

EY	  

EY	   erbjuder	  många	   karriärmöjligheter	   och,	   när	  
det	   är	   möjligt,	   flexibilitet	   när	   det	   gäller	  
arbetstid	   så	   att	   du	   kan	   skapa	   balans	   i	   livet.	   I	  
gengäld	   tar	  du	  ansvar	   för	  din	  professionella	  och	  
personliga	   utveckling	   samt	   för	   att	   prestera	   ditt	  
bästa	  varje	  dag.	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

EY	  

EY	   erbjuder	   många	   karriärmöjligheter	   och,	   när	  
det	  är	  möjligt,	  flexibilitet	  när	  det	  gäller	  arbetstid	  
så	  att	  du	  kan	  skapa	  balans	  i	  livet.	  I	  gengäld	  tar	  du	  
ansvar	   för	   din	   professionella	   och	   personliga	  
utveckling	  samt	  för	  att	  prestera	  ditt	  bästa	  varje	  
dag.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  
Varför	   välja	   EY?	   -‐	   styr	   du	   din	   karriär	   i	   önskad	  
riktning.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Vilket	   inflytande	   har	   jag	   över	   min	  
karriärsutveckling?	   Du	   ansvarar	   själv	   för	   din	  
karriärutveckling	   på	   EY	   och	   får	   allt	   stöd	   du	  
behöver	  för	  att	  utvecklas.	  Det	  är	  viktigt	  att	  du	  är	  
tydlig	  med	  dina	  mål,	  dina	  önskemål	  och	  behov.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Du	   får	   hjälp	   att	   utvecklas	   -‐	  Du	  har	   själv	   ansvar	  
för	  din	  karriärutveckling,	  men	  vi	  ser	  till	  att	  du	  får	  
det	   stöd	   och	   de	   verktyg	   du	   behöver	   för	   att	  
lyckas.	  	  

TALK	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  
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EY	  

Du	   får	   hjälp	   att	   utvecklas	   -‐	  Du	   har	   själv	   ansvar	  
för	  din	  karriärutveckling,	  men	  vi	  ser	  till	  att	  du	  får	  
det	   stöd	   och	   de	   verktyg	   du	   behöver	   för	   att	  
lyckas.	  	  

TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

EY:s	  mål	  är	  att	  attrahera	  medarbetare	  med	  olika	  
bakgrund	   och	   ge	   dem	   förutsättningar	   att	  
prestera	  på	  topp.	  	  

WISHES	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Vi	   erbjuder	   våra	   medarbetare	   individuella	  
lösningar	  som	  gör	  det	  möjligt	  att	  arbeta	  mindre	  
under	  vissa	  perioder	  i	  livet	  och	  mer	  under	  andra.	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

EY	  

Alla	   medarbetare	   i	   Stockholm,	   Göteborg	   och	  
Malmö	   kan	   ansöka	   om	   att	   få	   lägga	   upp	   till	   16	  
timmar	   per	   år	   på	   en	   volontärinsats	   inom	   en	  
ideell	  organisation.	  	  

INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

Vi	   erbjuder	   våra	   medarbetare	   individuella	  
lösningar	  som	  gör	  det	  möjligt	  att	  arbeta	  mindre	  
under	  vissa	  perioder	  i	  livet	  och	  mer	  under	  andra.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

EY	  

EY	   erbjuder	   många	   karriärmöjligheter	   och,	   när	  
det	  är	  möjligt,	  flexibilitet	  när	  det	  gäller	  arbetstid	  
så	  att	  du	  kan	  skapa	  balans	  i	  livet.	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

KPMG	  

Ett	   arbete	   som	   konsult	   innebär	   stundtals	   ett	  
mycket	   högt	   tempo	   och	   krav	   på	   leverans	   med	  
snäva	   tidsramar.	  Kundernas	  önskemål,	  det	  höga	  
tempot	   och	   tvära	   kast	  mellan	   olika	   projekt	   och	  
arbetsuppgifter	   är	  delar	   av	  det	   som	  gör	  arbetet	  
roligt.	  Detta	  är	  något	  varje	  individ	  har	  att	  förhålla	  
sig	   till	   och	   det	   är	   en	   del	   av	   yrket.	   Branschen	  
attraherar	   högpresterande	   individer	   med	   stort	  
engagemang	  för	  uppgiften.	  Ibland	  kan	  detta	  leda	  
till	  oönskad	  stress	  och	  ohälsa.	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

KPMG	  

Vi	   värdesätter	   individen:	   Vi	   respekterar	   varje	  
medarbetare	   för	   vem	  den	  är	  och	  vad	  den	   tillför	  
både	  som	  individ	  och	  som	  medlem	  av	  teamet.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

KPMG	  
Affärsidé	   -‐	  Med	  vår	  kunskap	   skapar	  vi	   värde	   för	  
kunder,	  medarbetare	  och	  kapitalmarknad.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

KPMG	  

Hållbarhetsarbetet	   drivs	   i	   fyra	   dimensioner,	  
Enterprise,	   Employees,	   Education	   and	  
Environment.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

KPMG	  

Som	   tjänsteföretag	   beror	   vår	   affärsmässiga	  
framgång	  på	  att	  våra	  medarbetare	  har	  möjlighet	  
och	   förmåga	   att	   leva	   upp	   till	   våra	   kunders	   högt	  
ställda	   krav.	  Medarbetarna	   är	   KPMGs	   viktigaste	  
tillgång.	   Vår	   medarbetarpolicy	   är	   därför	   en	  
integrerad	   del	   av	   KPMGs	   affärsidé,	   vision	   och	  
värderingar.	  	  

TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

KPMG	  

KPMGs	  medarbetare	   omfattas	   av	   kollektivavtal.	  
KPMG	   följer	   svensk	   lagstiftning	   samt	  
kollektivavtalets	   riktlinjer,	   också	   när	   det	   gäller	  
regler	   för	   ansvarsfull	   avveckling	   av	   personal.	   I	  
enlighet	   med	   ITP-‐planen	   gör	   KPMG	  
pensionsavsättningar.	  

INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

KPMG	  

"En	   av	   konsulterna	   i	   filmen	   säger	   att	   det	   finns	  
ingen	   som	   säger	   åt	   dig	   att	   du	   ska	   vara	   på	  
kontoret	  kl	  8	  och	  gå	  hem	  kl	  17"	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

KPMG	  

Ett	   personligt	   engagemang	   -‐	   På	   min	   fritid	  
försöker	  jag	  att	  hinna	  med	  att	  också	  personligen	  
engagera	   mig	   i	   ideellt	   arbete.	   Bland	   annat	  
arbetar	   jag	   som	   volontär	   för	   en	   liten	   besjälad	  
organisation.	  	  

TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

KPMG	  
KPMG	   ska	   bidra	   till	   våra	   medarbetares	   hälsa,	  
säkerhet	  och	  välmående.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  
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KPMG	  

KPMG	   ska	   bidra	   till	   våra	   medarbetares	   hälsa,	  
säkerhet	  och	  välmående.	  Att	  erbjuda	  den	  bästa	  
möjliga	   arbetsmiljön	   för	   båra	   medarbetare	   är	  
fastlagt	   i	  den	  globala	  målsättningen	  "Employer	  
of	  Choice".	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  

KPMG	  

Men	   grunden	   till	   allt	   är	   KPMGs	   värderingar	   och	  
distinkta	  kultur.	  Genom	  integritet	  och	  öppen	  och	  
ärlig	  kommunikation	  bygger	  vi	  tillit	  och	  skapar	  en	  
grogrund	   för	   samarbetet.	   Flexibilitet	   och	  
mångfald	  skapar	  en	  kultur	  där	  medarbetarna	  kan	  
dela	  med	   sig	   av	   kunskap	   och	   ta	   fram	   det	   bästa	  
hos	  varandra.	  Vi	  attraherar	  medarbetare	  som	  är	  
nyfikna,	   professionella	   och	   har	   integritet	   och	  
som	   samverkar	   med	   kollegor	   och	   kunder.	   Att	  
behålla	   och	   förstärka	   kvaliteten	   bland	   våra	  
medarbetare	   är	   dessutom	   ett	   av	   våra	  
fokusområden	   som	   gör	   det	   möjligt	   för	   våra	  
medarbetare	   att	   utvecklas,	   både	   professionellt	  
och	  som	  människor.	  	  

TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

KPMG	  

Vision	  -‐	   Vi	   ska	   bygga	   och	   upprätthålla	   vårt	  
renommé	   som	   den	   bästa	   samarbetspartnern	  
genom	   att	   utveckla	   våra	   medarbetare,	   våra	  
kunder	  och	  vårt	  samhälle	  till	  sin	  fulla	  potential.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

KPMG	  

Vår	  roll	  som	  arbetsgivare	  -‐	  Vi	  ska	  vara	  den	  mest	  
attraktiva	   arbetsplatsen	   som	   utvecklar	   sina	  
medarbetare	   och	   som	   engagerar	   sig	   aktivt	   i	  
samhället	   och	   för	   miljön.	   KPMG	   är	   en	   stor	  
arbetsgivare.	  Vår	   roll	   och	   vårt	   sociala	   ansvar	   i	  
förhållande	   till	   våra	  anställda	  är	  uppenbart.För	  
att	   kunna	   vara	   den	   främsta	   samarbetspartnern	  
till	   våra	   kunder	  måste	   vi	   kunna	   attrahera	   och	  
behålla	   de	   bästa	   medarbetarna.	   Det	   gör	   vi	  
genom	   att	   erbjuda	   en	   attraktiv	   och	   kreativ	  
arbetsmiljö	   samt	   ett	   utvecklande	  och	   stödjande	  
ledarskap	  baserat	  på	  sunda	  värderingar.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

KPMG	  

Vår	  roll	  som	  arbetsgivare	  -‐	  Vi	  ska	  vara	  den	  mest	  
attraktiva	   arbetsplatsen	   som	   utvecklar	   sina	  
medarbetare	   och	   som	   engagerar	   sig	   aktivt	   i	  
samhället	   och	   för	   miljön.	   KPMG	   är	   en	   stor	  
arbetsgivare.	   Vår	   roll	   och	   vårt	   sociala	   ansvar	   i	  
förhållande	   till	   våra	   anställda	   är	   uppenbart.	   För	  
att	   kunna	   vara	   den	   främsta	   samarbetspartnern	  
till	   våra	   kunder	   måste	   vi	   kunna	   attrahera	   och	  
behålla	   de	   bästa	   medarbetarna.	   Det	   gör	   vi	  
genom	   att	   erbjuda	   en	   attraktiv	   och	   kreativ	  
arbetsmiljö	  samt	  ett	  utvecklande	  och	  stödjande	  
ledarskap	  baserat	  på	  sunda	  värderingar.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

KPMG	  

Det	   är	   nödvändigt	   för	   vår	   framgång	   att	   de	  
främsta	   talangerna	   väljer	   att	   stanna	   hos	   oss.	   I	  
det	   arbetet	   är	   det	   viktigt	   för	   oss	   att	   ha	   en	  
företagskultur	   där	   alla	   känner	   sig	   motiverade,	  
tror	   på	   sin	   förmåga	   och	   använder	   den	   till	   att	  
överträffa	   förväntningar.	   Vi	   kallar	   det	   för	  
framgångskultur	  –	  en	  kultur	  som	  är	  grogrund	  för	  
ständigt	   nytänkande	   och	   där	   vi	   lever	   efter	   våra	  
värderingar.	  	  	  

WISHES	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

KPMG	  

Vi	   vet	   att	   det	  många	   gånger	   är	   svårt	   att	   uppnå	  
balans	   mellan	   privat-‐	   och	   arbetsliv.	   Vi	   försöker	  
att	   möta	   de	   behov	   som	   finns	   på	   flexibilitet	   i	  
arbetet.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

KPMG	  

	  Det	   är	   också	   självklart	   att	   vi	   ska	   erbjuda	   ett	  
flexibelt	   arbetssätt	   som	  gör	  det	  möjligt	   för	   våra	  
medarbetare	   att	   skapa	   balans	   i	   livet.	   Vi	   har	   en	  
stark	  vilja	  att	  vara	  en	  modern	  arbetsplats	  där	  vi	  
respekterar	   individen	   och	   tar	   vara	   på	   de	   unika	  
kompetenser	   och	   erfarenheter	   som	   varje	  
medarbetare	  bidrar	  med.	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  
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KPMG	  

Vi	   har	   olika	   lösningar	   för	   att	   minska	   risken	   för	  
stressrelaterad	   ohälsa.	   Där	   det	   är	   möjligt,	  
tillämpas	  flextid	  genom	  vilken	  våra	  medarbetare	  
kan	  styra	  sin	  arbetsvecka.	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  

KPMG	  

Vi	  vet	  att	  det	  är	  viktigt	  att	  tillhandahålla	  kanaler	  
för	   öppen	   dialog.	   Chefer	   och	   Performance	  
Managers	   har	   en	   viktig	   roll	   i	   att	   stötta	  
medarbetare	  och	  kollegor.	  Vi	  följer	  kontinuerligt	  
upp	   hur	   våra	   medarbetare	   uppfattar	   sin	  
arbetssituation	   i	   samtal	   och	   genom	  
medarbetarundersökningar.	  	  

INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

KPMG	  
Under	   sommarmånaderna	   är	   vår	   arbetstid	  
förkortad	  till	  34	  timmar	  per	  vecka.	  	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   NEUTRAL	  

KPMG	  

Vi	   erbjuder	   hälsoundersökningar,	   ett	   årligt	  
friskvårdsbidrag	   och	   delfinansierar	  
medarbetarnas	  gemensamma	  idrottsaktiviteter.	  	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

KPMG	  

Vid	   räkenskapsårets	   slut	   hade	   KPMG	   1	   616	  
medarbetare.	  Det	  var	  en	  ökning	  med	  sex	  procent	  
jämför	  med	  föregående	  år,	  vilket	  främst	  beror	  på	  
en	   nyrekrytering	   inom	   Advisory.	  
Personalomsättningen	  uppgick	  till	  13	  procent.	  	   RESULTS	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

KPMG	  

Ambitionen	  är	  att	  personalomsättnigen	  ska	  vara	  
runt	   tio	   procent	   och	   vi	   ser	   därför	   över	   vår	  
åtgärdsplan	  för	  att	  nå	  målet.	  	   GOALS	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

Deloitte	  

Vi	   arbetar	   i	   en	   internationell	   miljö	   där	   vi	  
uppmuntrar	   våra	   medarbetare	   att	   jobba	  
utomlands.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

Deloitte	  

"Coaching	   handlar	   om	   att	   vägleda	   så	   att	  
medarbetarna	  själva	  ser	  sin	  potential	  och	  stärks	  i	  
att	  gå	  vidare." 	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

Deloitte	   Framtiden	  är	  din.	  Hur	  långt	  vill	  du	  nå?	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

Deloitte	  

En	  stor	  utmaning	  är	  att	  hela	  tiden	  ligga	  nära	  våra	  
medarbetare	   och	   att	   coacha	   och	   inspirera	   dem	  
till	  att	  ständigt	  utvecklas	  och	  känna	  ansvar	  för	  sin	  
egen	  karriär.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

Deloitte	  

En	   av	   de	   största	   fördelarna	   med	   att	   arbeta	   på	  
Deloitte	  är	  att	  bara	  du	  själv	  sätter	  gränserna	  för	  
hur	  långt	  du	  kan	  gå.	  Hårt	  arbete	  belönas!	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

Deloitte	  

Om	  du	  vill	  satsa	  på	  din	  utveckling	  och	  karriär	  kan	  
du	   vara	   säker	   på	   att	   ledarna	   finns	   där	   för	   att	  
stötta	  dig	  så	  långt	  som	  möjligt.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

Deloitte	  

Som	  stöd	  erbjuder	   vi	   generösa	  utbildningspaket	  
inom	   Deloitte	   Academy	   som	   säkerställer	   att	   du	  
som	  medarbetare	  utvecklas	  och	  snabbt	  klättrar	  i	  
din	  karriär.	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

McKinsey	  

Vi	   erbjuder	   ett	   utmanande	   arbete	   som	   ger	   dig	  
möjlighet	   att	   påverka	   viktiga	   frågeställningar,	  
som	   ger	   dig	   professionell	   och	   personlig	  
utveckling	   samt	   närmast	   obegränsade	  
internationella	  möjligheter.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

McKinsey	  

Vi	   investerar	   i	  varje	  enskild	  persons	   lärande	  och	  
utveckling	   -‐	   genom	   utbildning,	   coachning	   och	  
regelbunden	  feedback.	  

TALK	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

McKinsey	  

Från	   första	   dagen	   är	   du	   en	   högt	   respekterad	  
teammedlem	   och	   du	   uppmuntras	   att	   uttrycka	  
dina	  tankar.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

McKinsey	  

På	   McKinsey	   jobbar	   vi	   i	   team.	   Från	   dag	   ett	  
kommer	  du	  att	  bygga	  relationer	  med	  människor	  
som	   stödjer	   och	   tror	   på	   dig.	   Den	   miljön	  
tillsammans	   med	   vårt	   omfattande	  
utbildningsprogram	   ger	   dig	   möjlighet	   till	   en	  
enastående	   personlig	   och	   professionell	  
utveckling.	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  
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McKinsey	  

Kvaliteten	   på	   vårt	   arbete	   är	   helt	   beroende	   av	  
dem	   som	  arbetar	   hos	  oss.	  Därför	   är	   ett	   av	   våra	  
mål	   att	   attrahera	   och	   utveckla	   exceptionellt	  
duktiga	  medarbetare.	   WISHES	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

McKinsey	  

	  Vi	   erbjuder	   våra	   medarbetare	   personlig	  
utveckling,	   stor	   möjlighet	   att	   påverka	   och	  
närmast	  obegränsad	  möjlighet	  till	  variation.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

McKinsey	   Vi	  ger	  dig	  verktyg	  för	  att	  lyckas.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  
McKinsey	   Vi	  ger	  dig	  verktyg	  för	  att	  lyckas.	  	   TALK	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

McKinsey	  

På	  McKinsey	  blir	  du	  befordrad	  enbart	  baserat	  på	  
din	   prestation	   –	   inte	   baserat	   på	   titel	   eller	   hur	  
länge	  du	  har	  varit	  anställd.	  	  

TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

McKinsey	  

Möjligheter	   efter	   McKinsey	  Efter	   några	   år	   hos	  
oss	   väntar	   även	   många	   utmaningar	   utanför	  
McKinsey.	   En	   bakgrund	   från	   McKinsey	   gör	   ofta	  
våra	   konsulter	   mycket	   attraktiva	   på	  
arbetsmarknaden	   när	   man	   är	   redo	   att	   ta	   nästa	  
steg.	  De	  erfarenheter	  och	  färdigheter	  du	  får	  som	  
konsult	   på	   McKinsey	   förbereder	   dig	   väl	   för	  
utmaningar	   på	   andra	   positioner	   med	   stort	  
ansvar.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

McKinsey	  
Din	   utveckling	   och	   dina	   framsteg	   styrs	   av	   din	  
prestation.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

We	  understand	   that	  people	  move	  on	   for	   lots	  of	  
reasons.	   Perhaps	   you	   left	   to	   focus	   on	   family	  
commitments,	   gain	   skills	   in	   a	   new	   industry,	   or	  
fulfill	  a	  life	  dream.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

As	   an	   Accenture	   professional,	   your	   working	  
environments	  will	  be	  as	  diverse	  as	  the	  industries	  
and	   services	  we	   offer	   our	   clients.	   You	  may	   find	  
yourself	   working	   at	   a	   client	   site	   alongside	   your	  
project	  team,	  telecommuting	  from	  your	  home	  or	  
“hoteling”	  at	  your	  local	  Accenture	  office.	  	  	  

TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

	  When	   you’re	   in	   an	   Accenture	   office,	   you	   will	  
always	   find	   a	   workplace	   environment	   that	  
incorporates	   our	   core	   values	   by	   design,	  
enhances	   knowledge	   sharing	   and	   collaboration,	  
and	   increases	   the	   visibility	   and	   access	   of	   our	  
local	   leaders.	  For	  example,	  many	  offices	   feature	  
a	   prominently	   positioned	   “Network	   Café”	   that	  
includes	   both	   work	   and	   social	   spaces,	   allowing	  
employees	   and	   leaders	   to	   easily	   engage	   and	  
connect.	  	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Accenture	   offers	   our	   employees	   a	   “Total	  
Rewards”	  package,	  which	  includes	  compensation	  
and	   a	   range	   of	   market-‐relevant	   benefits	   and	  
professional	  growth	  opportunities	  that	  recognize	  
individual	  contributions	  and	  performance.	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

We	   also	   offer	   a	   number	   of	   programs	   that	   help	  
our	  employees	  balance	  a	   successful	   career	  with	  
a	   healthy	   lifestyle	   involving	   family,	   friends	   and	  
community.	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  
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ACCENTURE	  

Day	   In	   My	   Life	   -‐	   I	   arrive	   at	   the	   client’s	   office	  
around	  8-‐9	  in	  the	  morning,	  and	  my	  day	  is	  usually	  
filled	   with	   meetings	   with	   project	   leaders,	  
business	   experts,	   managers	   and	   other	   change	  
leaders.	   In	   these	  meetings,	   we	  make	   strategies	  
for	  change,	  analyze	  the	  impact	  it	  will	  have	  on	  the	  
organization,	   plan	   for	   change	   activities	   etc.	   At	  
times	  I	  also	  support	  the	  client	  with	  the	  execution	  
of	   change	   activities,	   e.g.	   prepare	   and	   hold	  
information	   meetings,	   training	   sessions	   and	  
workshops	   for	  their	   managers	   and	   employees.	  
As	   part	   of	   program	   management	   team,	   I	   also	  
monitor	  program	  status	  and	  progress.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Outside	   the	  Office-‐	   	   love	   to	  dance!	  This	   spring	   I	  
took	  lessons	  in	  show	  dance	  which	  was	  great	  fun.	  
I	  also	   love	  to	  travel.	   I	  go	  on	  weekend	  trips,	  now	  
and	   then,	   and	   two	   years	   ago	   I	   had	   a	   3	   month	  
vacation	   from	   Accenture	   to	   travel	   around	   the	  
world.	   Consulting	   is	   a	   perfect	   business	   if	   you	  
have	   the	  urge	   to	   travel	   once	   in	   a	  while…	  When	  
not	  on	  vacation,	  I	  enjoy	  every-‐day	  life	  at	  home.	  I	  
hang	  out	  with	  friends,	  take	  long	  walks,	  work	  out,	  
and	   try	   out	   my	   artistic	   skills	   through	  
photography.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Day	   In	  My	  LifeI	   travel	  at	   least	  once	  every	  week.	  
So	   a	   day	   often	   starts	   or	   ends	  with	   a	   flight.	   The	  
majority	  of	  a	  day	  is	  typically	  spent	  together	  with	  
a	   project	   team	   and	   the	   clients.	   Since	   I	   have	  
several	  projects	  going	  on	  in	  parallel,	  I	  often	  have	  
telephone	   conferences	  with	  other	   teams	  during	  
the	  day	  as	  well.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Outside	  the	  Office	  -‐	  My	  wife	  and	  I	  try	  to	  meet	  up	  
with	   friends	  	   and	   family	   as	   much	   as	   possible	  
during	   the	   weekdays.	   Since	  my	   wife	   also	   has	   a	  
demanding	  job	  we	  typically	  spend	  two	  out	  of	  five	  
weekdays	   in	   different	   cities.	  When	   I	   am	   “home	  
alone”	   I	   typically	   play	   squash	  or	   do	   some	  other	  
sports	  with	  friends.	  In	  the	  weekends	  we	  typically	  
arrange	  or	  go	  to	  dinners	  and	  parties.	  Quite	  often	  
we	   also	   spend	   the	   weekend	   in	   other	   cities	  
visiting	  friends.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Day	   In	  My	   Life	   -‐	   I	   usually	  work	   about	  9	  hours	   a	  
day,	   but	   sometimes	   a	   specific	   workshop	   or	  
deadline	   demands	   more	   attention.	   My	  
engagement	   in	   graduate	   recruiting	   also	   takes	   a	  
bit	   more	   time	   when	   there	   is	   a	   specific	   event,	  
interview	  or	  meeting	  –	  but	  I	  really	  enjoy	  it!	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Outside	  the	  Office	  -‐	  Right	  now	  I	  spend	  almost	  all	  
my	   free	   time	   learning	   about	   sailing	   boats	   and	  
sailing!	   My	   boyfriend	   and	   I	   bought	   a	   boat	   this	  
fall,	  without	  any	  previous	  experience.	   It	   is	  great	  
fun	   and	   challenging.I	   also	   enjoy	   cooking	   dinner	  
for	   my	   friends	   and	   family,	   taking	   long	   walks,	  
travelling,	   interior	   design,	   skiing	   and	   horseback	  
riding.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Outside	  the	  Office	  -‐	  I	  love	  to	  exercise,	  preferably	  
outdoors,	   depending	   on	   the	   season	   and	   the	  
weather	   I	   cycle,	   run,	   ski	   and	   do	   a	   bit	   of	  weight	  
training	   as	  well.	  	   I	   travel	   as	   often	   as	   I	   can	   and	   I	  
prefer	  destinations	  were	  you	  can	  experience	  and	  
enjoy;	   animals	   &	   nature,	   food	   &	   drink	   and	  
historical	  environments.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

You	  will	  work	   in	   an	  organization	  where	   you	  are	  
given	   every	   opportunity	   to	   develop	   both	  
professionally	  and	  personally.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  
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ACCENTURE	  

Day	   In	  My	   Life	   -‐	   It’s	   difficult	   to	   describe.	   There	  
are	   few	   days	   here	   that	   are	   like	   others.	   It’s	   this	  
variety	  of	  activities	  that	  makes	  Accenture	  such	  a	  
great	  place	  to	  work.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Outside	  the	  Office	  -‐	  I’m	  a	  father	  of	  two	  boys	  who	  
(together	  with	  my	  wife	  Maria)	   own	  most	  of	  my	  
time	  when	   off	   work.	  We’re	   recent	   owners	   of	   a	  
house	  that	  requires	  a	  great	  deal	  of	  attention	  and	  
refurbishing	   –	   which	   is	   great	   fun.	  	   Outside	   of	  
family	   life,	   I‘m	   a	   fan	   of	   outdoor	   activities	  
including	   golf,	   skiing,	   diving	   and	   trekking.	  	   Last	  
year	  I	  climbed	  Mount	  Kilimanjaro	  for	  the	  second	  
time	  and	  this	  summer	  I	  hiked	  Kebnekaise.	  	  I	  hold	  
a	  dive	  master	  certificate	  and	   try	   to	  get	   in	  a	   few	  
dives	  each	  year.	  	  My	  three-‐to-‐five	  year	  goal	  is	  to	  
complete	   a	   decent	   Swedish	   Classic!	   (Finally.	  	   I	  
got	   that	  off	  my	  chest.	   I	  guess	   that	  means	   I	  now	  
have	  to	  do	  it)	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Almost	  without	  exception,	  I	  work	  from	  the	  client	  
office,	  where	   I	   usually	   arrive	  around	  8:30-‐	  9:00,	  
depending	  on	  the	  office	  location.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

My	  work	  days	  are	  flexible	  and	  vary	  a	  lot	  in	  length	  
depending	   on	   the	   situation	   of	   each	   particular	  
day.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

My	   day	   consists	   of	   meeting	   with	   stakeholders	  
internally	   and	   translating	   their	   business	  
problems	   into	  marketing	   efforts	   that	   help	   solve	  
them.	  	  Many	  of	   those	  meetings	  are	   face-‐to-‐face	  
in	   the	   Stockholm	   office.	   And	   I	   collaborate	   with	  
other	   virtual	   teams	   as	   well	   to	   leverage	   best	  
practices	   from	   around	   the	   world.	   As	   a	   working	  
mother,	   I’m	   able	   to	   take	   some	   of	   my	   days	   at	  
home.	   That	   makes	   balancing	   work	   and	   life	  
demands	  a	  lot	  easier.	   RESULTS	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Both	   myself	   and	   my	   children	   are	   avid	   skiers	   in	  
the	   winter.	   And	   the	   family	   loves	   sailing	   around	  
the	   archipelago	   in	   the	   summer.	  	   I	   also	   like	   golf,	  
horseback	  riding	  and	  skating.	  My	  favorite	  indoor	  
”sport”	   is	   design.	   I	   have	   stacks	   of	   Sköna	   Hem	  
magazines	   and	   design	   books	   throughout	   my	  
house.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

In	  my	  free	  time	  I	  like	  spending	  time	  with	  friends	  
and	   family,	   eating	   good	   food	   and	   socializing	   in	  
general.	   I	   do	  my	   best	   to	   attend	   yoga	   or	   pilates	  
regularly.	  I	  also	  enjoy	  taking	  long	  walks	  along	  the	  
shore	   of	   any	   of	   Stockholm’s	   islands,	   or	   in	   the	  
forest	   picking	   chanterelles.Another	   thing	   that	  
has	   occupied	   a	   lot	   of	  my	   spare	   time	  during	   the	  
last	   years,	   even	   if	   I	   wouldn’t	   call	   it	   a	   hobby,	   is	  
renovation	   of	   apartments.Most	   of	   all	   I	   like	  
travelling,	   especially	   to	   Tuscany	   where	   I	   have	  
friends	   since	   many	   years.	   It	   almost	   feels	   like	   a	  
home	  away	  from	  home.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Due	   to	   the	   dynamic	  work	   environment	   you	  will	  
encounter	   and	   get	   to	   know	   a	   lot	   of	   people,	  
which	   may	   form	   the	   basis	   for	   a	   great	   social	  
network	   and	   potential	   friendships	   even	   outside	  
of	  work	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  
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ACCENTURE	  

During	   the	   last	   few	   years	   I	   have	   been	   lucky	  
enough	  to	  have	  had	  the	  opportunity	   to	   live	  and	  
work	   abroad.	   I	   appreciate	   the	   diversity	   in	  
cultural	   backgrounds	   and	   the	   value	   it	   adds	   to	  
your	   personal	   development.	   India	   is	   a	   true	  
favorite	  where	   I	  have	  many	   fond	  memories	  and	  
experiences.After	   having	   spent	   four	   years	   in	  
Switzerland	   I	   am	   a	   keen	   skier.	   In	   the	   months	  
where	   there	   is	   no	   snow	   I	   try	   my	   best	   not	   to	  
embarrass	  myself	  too	  much	  on	  the	  golf	  course.	  I	  
also	  enjoy	  cooking	  and	  sharing	  a	  good	  bottle	  of	  
wine	  with	  my	  friends	  or	  family.	  I	  also	  try,	  when	  I	  
can,	   to	   balance	   a	   theoretical	   workday	   with	   a	  
practical	  hobby	  like	  carpentry	  at	  home	  -‐	  building	  
a	  new	  piece	  of	   furniture	  or	   replacing	   the	  entire	  
kitchen	  on	  my	  own.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

I	   spend	   the	   majority	   of	   my	   Accenture	   days	  
outside	   Sweden	   travelling,	   so	   the	  normal	   day	   is	  
hard	   to	   describe	   but	   the	   key	   elements	   of	   a	  
typical	  day	  would	  be:	  Trying	  to	  get	  up	  really	  early	  
but	   snoozes	   at	   least	   once	   too	   much.	   Trying	   to	  
find	  the	  strongest	  coffee	  available,	  and	  then	  get	  
to	  the	  client	  or	  Accenture	  office	  before	  8	  o’clock.	  
Once	  at	  the	  office,	  I	  try	  to	  get	  an	  overview	  of	  the	  
past	  nights’	  activities	  as	  my	  projects	  operate	  and	  
have	  members	  in	  Asia,	  the	  Americas	  and	  Europe.	  
On	  a	  normal	  day	  I	  have	  around	  5-‐6	  hours	  booked	  
in	   meetings	   and	   calls	   where	   we	   handle	  
everything	  from	  details	  to	  management	  matters.	  
I	   believe	   in	   the	   combination	   of	   understanding	  
the	   details	   of	   the	   client’s	   daily	   work	   and	   their	  
long-‐term	  strategies	  as	   that	  gives	   the	  possibility	  
to	  operate	  on	  many	  levels	  at	  a	  client.	  The	  rest	  of	  
the	   time	   is	   usually	   spent	   on	   activities	   like	  
planning,	   time/financial/performance	   reporting	  
or	  preparing	  meetings.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

I	  try	  to	  spend	  as	  much	  time	  as	  possible	  with	  my	  
wife	   Katarina	   and	   daughter	   Agnes	   who	   just	  
turned	   2.	   Being	   with	   Agnes	   usually	   means	  
running	   around	   like	   mad	   while	   singing	   and	  
dancing.	   In	   the	  winter	   time	   I	   like	   to	  go	  downhill	  
skiing,	  we	  have	  a	  house	  in	  the	  small	  skiing	  village	  
of	  Kittelfjäll	   and	  we	   tend	   to	   stay	   there	  as	  much	  
as	  we	   can.	   In	   the	   summer,	   sailing	   is	   one	   of	  my	  
key	   interests	   and	   I	   have	   been	   sailing	   since	   the	  
age	   of	   7	   and	   have	   been	   in	   one	   world	  
championship…but	   that	   didn’t	   go	   really	   well.	   It	  
kind	   of	   became	   clear	   that	   I’m	   better	   in	  
consulting	  than	  high-‐level	  sailing.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

If	   you	   have	   a	   strong	   academic/professional	  
record,	   the	   will	   to	   get	   into	   a	   long	   and	   steep	  
learning	   curve	   and	   sometimes	   spend	   long	   days,	  
Accenture	  is	  the	  right	  place.	  I	  think	  one	  key	  thing	  
to	  succeed,	   that	  goes	   for	  all	   jobs,	   is	   to	  have	  fun	  
while	   working.	   We	   can	   definitely	   offer	   fun	  
projects,	  roles	  and	  colleagues.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

I	   spend	   time	  with	  my	   family	   and	   friends.	   I	   love	  
travelling,	  (outside	  office	  hours!)	  and	  enjoy	  good	  
food	   and	   wine.	   I	   have	   a	   distinct	   passion	   for	  
football,	  but	  honestly	  I	  love	  all	  kinds	  of	  sport…	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  
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ACCENTURE	  

Day	  In	  My	  Life	  I	  usually	  start	  my	  day	  with	  reading	  
e-‐mails	   on	   my	   iPhone	   just	   to	   check	   if	   there’s	  
anything	  critical	   that	  needs	  an	  urgent	   response.	  
If	   not,	   I	   shift	   to	   my	   laptop	   and	   work	   my	   way	  
through	  anything	  that	  came	  in	  the	  night	  before.	  
There	   is	   usually	   a	   lot	   in	   my	   inbox	   because	   my	  
team	   is	  global	  and	  active	  24-‐7.	  That	  also	  means	  
there’s	  someone	  who	  can	  help	  with	  questions	  as	  
we	   work	   in	   different	   time	   zones.	   If	   I	   am	   lucky,	  
there	  is	  no	  major	  crisis	  going	  on	  in	  Europe	  and	  I	  
can	   spend	   my	   time	   on	   responding	   to	   queries	  
from	  mainly	  our	  European	  locations.	  If	  there	  are	  
issues	  in	  Europe	  (could	  be	  anything	  ranging	  from	  
demonstrations,	   earthquakes,	   storms,	   major	  
strikes,	  bombings,	  extensive	  wildfires	  to	  volcanic	  
ash	   clouds	   (!)	   ),	   I	   have	   to	   make	   a	   quick	  
assessment	  of	  the	  situation	  and	  potential	  impact	  
with	   the	  help	  of	  our	   local	   employees,	   suggest	   a	  
response	  and	  escalate	  to	  the	  leadership.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Outside	  the	   Office	   -‐	   Outside	   of	   Accenture,	   I	   do	  
volunteer	   work	   for	   a	   membership	   organization	  
for	   Security	   professionals	   called	   ASIS	  
International	   in	   which	   I	   am	   the	   Program	  
Chairperson	   for	   the	  Swedish	   chapter	  and	  a	  part	  
of	   the	   Chapter	   Committee.	   This	   is	   a	   very	   active	  
organization.	   In	   fact,	   this	   year	   we’ll	   conduct	   38	  
chapter	  activities	   in	  Sweden.	  I	  have	  just	  finished	  
planning	   the	  new	  program	  and	   it	  will	   be	   a	   very	  
exciting	   year	   with	   a	   wide	   variety	   of	   interesting	  
seminars	   and	   networking	   opportunities	   coming	  
up.	   Through	   this	   organization	   I	   also	   passed	   my	  
Certified	   Protection	   Professional	   exam,	   and	   I	  
have	   plans	   to	   pursue	   my	   academic	   studies	   in	  
Safety	  &	  Security	  at	  some	  point	  in	  the	  future.My	  
hobbies	   are	  music,	   jogging,	   outdoor	   sports	   and	  
picking	   mushrooms	   and	   berries.	   I	   also	   love	  
spending	   time	   with	   my	   family,	   but	   that	   goes	  
without	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

It	   is	   anchored	   in	   our	   core	   values,	   our	  Code	   of	  
Business	   Ethics	  and,	   ultimately,	   it	   is	   reflected	   in	  
the	   actions	   of	   our	   people.	   From	  Skills	   to	  
Succeed	  to	   our	   environmental	   stewardship,	   we	  
work	   to	   make	   a	   sustainable	   difference	   in	   the	  
long-‐term	   vibrancy	   and	   vitality	   of	   people	   and	  
communities	  around	  the	  world.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

At	  Accenture,	  we	   leverage	  the	   latest	  technology	  
and	   workplace	   tools	   to	   transform	   how	   and	  
where	   work	   happens—supporting	   the	   highly	  
collaborative	   nature	   of	   our	   work	   and	   the	  
personal	  needs	  of	  our	  people.	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Through	   our	   global	   women’s	   theme—Defining	  
success.	   Your	   way.—we	   strive	   to	   provide	   an	  
environment	   and	   culture	   that	   empowers	   our	  
more	   than	   100,000	   women	   at	   Accenture	   to	  
define	  their	  own	  personal	  approach	  to	  success.	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Accenture	   believes	   that	   women	   can	   have	   it	   all	  
and	  has	  developed	  opportunities	  to	  help	  women	  
define	   and	   achieve	   their	   goals.	   Through	  
Women's	   Mentoring,	   a	   program	   that	   pairs	  
female	   leaders	   with	   Accenture	   leadership	  
mentors,	   employees	   can	   take	   advantage	   of	  
virtual	   workshops	   and	   networking	   tips	   to	   help	  
guide	  their	  careers	  at	  Accenture.	  	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   NEUTRAL	  
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ACCENTURE	  

Accenture’s	   truly	   dynamic	   environment	   means	  
you	  will	  be	  able	  to	  take	  advantage	  of	  a	  variety	  of	  
opportunities	  through	  which	  you	  can	  tailor	  your	  
career,	   develop	   specialized	   expertise	   and	   grow	  
professionally.	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Accenture	   is	   striving	   to	   reduce	   the	   amount	   of	  
travel	  required	  by	  our	  employees	  by	  rolling	  out	  a	  
variety	   of	   videoconferencing	   technologies	   that	  
help	   to	   connect	   face-‐to-‐face	   without	   place	   to	  
place	   travel.	   These	   technologies	   include	  
Telepresence,	  a	  “like	  being	  there”	  high	  definition	  
videoconferencing	  solution,	  webcams	  embedded	  
in	  nearly	  all	   laptops	  and	  a	   range	  of	  office-‐based	  
video	  conferencing	  tools.	  	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

We	  know	  how	   important	  workplace	   flexibility	   is	  
to	  enable	  you	   to	   strike	  a	  balance	  between	  your	  
work	   and	   personal	   life.	   Accenture	   offers	   a	  
flexible	   approach—giving	   options	   for	   how,	   and	  
where,	  you	  do	  your	  work.	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Flex	   time	   schedule:	  Allows	   employees	   to	   vary	  
their	   start	   and	   finish	   times	   around	  
predetermined	   core	   hours,	   or	   work	   their	  
standard	  hours	  in	  fewer	  than	  five	  days	  by	  varying	  
the	  length	  of	  each	  workday.	  	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   INDIVIDUAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Part-‐time	   arrangement:	  Enables	   employees	   to	  
work	  less	  than	  a	  standard	  full-‐time	  schedule	  per	  
week,	  by	  working	   fewer	  hours	  per	  day	  or	   fewer	  
days	   per	   week.	   Usually	   the	   role	   is	   designed	  
around	   a	   reduced	   workload	   so	   that	   job	  
responsibilities	   match	   the	   number	   of	   hours	  
worked	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Job-‐sharing	   arrangement:	  Involves	   dividing	   the	  
workload	   of	   a	   full-‐time	   position	   between	   two	  
employees	   (usually	   each	   working	   a	   part-‐time	  
schedule).	  It's	  a	  great	  way	  for	  our	  people	  to	  keep	  
on	   the	   career	   track	   while	   allowing	   them	   more	  
time	  outside	  of	  work.	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Telecommuting/home	   working:	  Enables	  
employees	  to	  work	  from	  a	  location	  other	  than	  an	  
Accenture	  office	  or	  project	  site.	  This	  can	  reduce	  
the	   time,	   costs	   and	   stress	   of	   commuting	   for	  
employees	  while	   helping	  Accenture	   control	   and	  
often	  reduce	  the	  cost	  of	  fixed	  office	  space.	  	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Fly-‐backs:	  Help	   support	   work/life	   balance	   for	  
employees	  with	  significant	  travel,	  often	  the	  case	  
for	   consulting	   professionals.	  We	   offer	   them	   fly-‐
backs	   to	   their	   home	   location,	   the	   option	   to	   fly	  
someone	  to	  their	  project	  site,	  and	  the	  option	  to	  
fly	   to	   an	   alternate	   location	   in	   place	   of	   a	   trip	  
home.	  	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Client-‐site	   flexible	  work	   arrangements:	  Help	   our	  
consulting	   professionals,	   who	   spend	   much	   of	  
their	  time	  working	  at	  client	  sites	  away	  from	  their	  
home	   location,	   balance	   work	   and	   personal	   life.	  
These	   flexible	   working	   options	   help	   meet	   their	  
needs,	   while	   still	   meeting	   the	   needs	   of	   our	  
clients.	  	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Full	   weekend	   at	   home:	  Arrive	   at	   the	   project	  
midday	   on	   Monday	   and	   stop	   client	   work	   early	  
Friday	   afternoon,	   thereby	   providing	   for	   a	   full	  
weekend	   at	   home.	   Work	   the	   same	   number	   of	  
hours	   as	   a	   full	   work	   week,	   but	   compress	   the	  
completion	  into	  a	  shorter	  time	  frame.	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   NEUTRAL	  
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ACCENTURE	  

Extended	   weekends	   in	   home	   location:	  Work	   a	  
five-‐day	  work	  week:	  four	  days	  at	  the	  project	  site	  
and	  the	  fifth	  day	  in	  the	  home	  office	  or	  approved	  
alternate	   location,	   with	   either	   three	   or	   four	  
nights	  at	  the	  out-‐of-‐town	  location.	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Extended	   client/home	   location:	  Work	   an	  
extended	  period	  of	  time	  at	  a	  client	  site	  followed	  
by	   an	   extended	   number	   of	   days	   at	   the	   home	  
office	   or	   approved	   alternate	   location,	   without	  
altering	   the	   standard	   work	   week	   requirement	  
and	  just	  changing	  time	  of	  hours	  worked.	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Skills	   to	   Succeed	  inspires	   our	   people,	   and	   their	  
passion,	   experience	   and	   commitment	   to	  
developing	   and	   nurturing	   talent	   fuel	   our	  
initiatives.	  We	  offer	  our	  people	  volunteering	  and	  
pro	   bono	   consulting	   opportunities	   and	   expand	  
our	   impact	   by	   replicating	   and	   scaling	   successful	  
programs.	  Additionally,	  Skills	  to	  Succeed	  engages	  
and	   inspires	   our	   clients,	   recruits,	   strategic	  
partners	  and	  the	  people	  whose	  lives	  we	  change.	  
Together	   we	   have	   the	   opportunity	   to	   create	  
measurable	   impact	  that	   is	  greater	  than	  the	  sum	  
of	  its	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

Building	  a	  family	  requires	  a	  different	  approach	  to	  
how	   a	   professional	   manages	   everyday	   life	   and	  
Accenture	   recognizes	   this	   by	   providing	   parents	  
with	   the	   Maternity	   Returners	   Program.	   This	  
program	  helps	  ease	   the	   transition	  back	   into	   the	  
workforce	   by	   providing	   career	   guidance	   and	  
support	  for	  finding	  ideal	  re-‐entry	  roles.	  	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   NEUTRAL	  

ACCENTURE	  

In	   addition,	   Accenture	   recognizes	   the	   unique	  
needs	   of	   professionals	   in	   the	   workplace	   by	  
providing	   flexible	   work	   arrangements	   and	   a	  
range	   of	   work/life	   programs	   that	   encourage	  
balance	  between	  work	  and	  personal	  priorities	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

BCG	   Nordic	   believes	   in	   the	   importance	   of	  
creativity,	  analytical	  skills,	  and	  entrepreneurship	  
and	   looks	   for	   these	   talents	   in	   its	   people.	   These	  
abilities	  help	  create	  solutions	  that	  deliver	  a	  clear	  
competitive	  advantage	   for	  our	   clients.	   To	   foster	  
these	   strengths,	   the	   BCG	   Stockholm	   office	  
environment	   features	   limited	   hierarchies,	   great	  
respect	   for	   individuals,	   and	  an	   atmosphere	   that	  
promotes	  personal	  growt.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

To	  spice	  up	  life	  outside	  of	  work,	  the	  BCG	  Nordic	  
staff	   organizes	   several	   annual	   events	   and	  
outings.	  For	  example,	  our	  autumn	  crayfish	  party	  
is	   known	   to	   BCG	   offices	   as	   far	   away	   as	   Sydney	  
and	  Shanghai	  and	   features	  a	   strong	   local	   flavor,	  
in	  every	  sense	  of	  the	  word.	  BCG	  Stockholm	  also	  
hosts	   an	   annual	   black-‐tie,	   end-‐of-‐year	   holiday	  
party	  and	  regular	  spring	  outings.	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

Our	  primary	  objective	   is	   to	  make	  a	  tangible	  and	  
lasting	   contribution	   to	   the	   world	   in	   which	   we	  
live.	  We	   are	   firmly	   convinced	   that	   together	   we	  
can	   achieve	   more	   than	   any	   of	   us	   could	  
individually.	   We	   also	   find	   that	   the	   work	  
challenges	   us	   intellectually,	   helps	   us	   develop	  
professionally,	  and	  fulfills	  us	  personally.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  
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BCG	  

We	  offer	   a	   structured	   career	  path	  and	   invest	   in	  
each	   consultant’scontinuous	   learning:	   your	  
development	   is	   important	   to	   us.	   We	   have	   a	  
strong	   brand,	   and	   because	   we	   are	   growing	  
rapidly,	   the	   number	   of	   career	   and	   personal-‐
growth	   opportunities	   for	   individuals	   also	  
continues	  to	  grow.	  	   TALK	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

BCG	   BCG’s	  most	  important	  asset—its	  people.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

We	  understand	  that	  not	  everyone	  comes	  to	  BCG	  
with	   the	   goal	   of	   partnership.	   Upon	   joining,	   you	  
become	   a	   lifelong	   member	   of	   a	   unique	   global	  
community.	  You	  might	  see	  BCG	  as	  a	   foundation	  
for	   a	   career	   outside	   consulting.	   We	   provide	  
support	  to	  our	  alumni	  to	  ensure	  their	  continued	  
success.	  .	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  
We	   are	   committed	   to:	  Providing	   unparalleled	  
opportunities	  for	  personal	  growth	  	   WISHES	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

BCG	  

At	   BCG,	   your	   talent	   and	   ambition	   are	   just	   the	  
starting	   point	   for	   a	   life-‐changing	   experience	   in	  
which	   you	   will	   grow	   personally	   and	   shape	   the	  
future	  of	  many	  companies.	  By	  working	  with	   the	  
world's	   leading	   businesses	   on	   their	   toughest	  
strategic	   and	   operational	   questions,	   with	  
inspiring	  people	   in	   an	   environment	  of	   creativity	  
and	   performance,	   you	   will	   grow	   into	   a	  
responsible	   leader	   and	   learn	   to	   make	   a	  
difference	  within	  BCG	  and	  beyond.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  
Discover	   why	   BCG	   offers	   you	   a	   life-‐changing	  
experience—not	  only	  a	  career.	  	   TALK	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

BCG	  
	  at	   BCG,	   we	   encourage	   you	   to	   chart	   your	   own	  
course.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

BCG	  
BCG	   strongly	   believes	   that	   our	   people	   are	   our	  
biggest	  asset..	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

BCG	   truly	   cares	   about	   creating	   the	   perfect	  
environment	   to	   enable	   the	   development	   and	  
growth	   of	   consultants.	   And	   we	   foster	   such	  
growth	   in	   many	   ways,	   recognizing	   that	   every	  
individual	  has	  slightly	  different	  needs	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

If	   you	   don't	   like	   to	   travel,	   you	   probably	   should	  
not	  consider	  consulting.	  This	  is	  a	  challenging	  job,	  
and	   one	   of	   its	   challenging	   aspects	   is	   the	   travel.	  
Nevertheless,	   BCGers	   work	   hard	   to	   strike	   a	  
balance	   between	  work/travel	   and	   personal	   life.	  
A	   balance	   is	   critical	   to	   being	   effective	   over	   the	  
long	  run.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

Our	   work	   mix	   is	   quite	   varied—strategy,	  
operations,	   internally	   focused,	   externally	  
focused.	   As	   a	   result,	   the	   travel	   will	   vary	   as	   a	  
function	   of	   the	   assignment—some	   are	   more	  
travel-‐oriented,	   some	   less.	   A	   "typical"	   travel	  
pattern	  might	  be	  two	  nights	  and	  three	  days	  per	  
week	   on	   the	   road,	   but	   again,	   projects	   and	  
patterns	  vary.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

We	  cannot	  make	  real	  change	  happen	  with	  clients	  
if	  we	  are	  not	  with	  them,	  working	  side	  by	  side	  and	  
developing	   a	   firsthand	   understanding	   of	   them	  
and	   their	   businesses.	   However,	   unlike	   other	  
firms,	  we	  avoid	   “camping	  out”	  at	   the	   client	   site	  
just	  for	  the	  sake	  of	  being	  seen.	  On	  days	  when	  we	  
can	  be	  more	  effective	  in	  our	  office	  rather	  than	  at	  
the	  client	  site,	  we	  work	  in	  the	  office.	  	  

INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  
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BCG	  

We	   recognize	   that	   ours	   is	   a	   demanding	  
profession.	   We	   accept	   the	   responsibility	   as	   a	  
group	   and	   as	   individuals,	   to	   prevent	   situations	  
that	  jeopardize	  our	  health	  or	  our	  families.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

BCG	  
We	   are	   committed	   to	   your	   success,	   both	  
professional	  and	  personal.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

At	  BCG,	   no	   two	   career	   paths	   are	   the	   same.	  We	  
provide	  the	  structure	  to	  ensure	  success	  and	  the	  
flexibility	   to	   accommodate	   your	   needs.	   No	  
matter	   what	   path	   you	   choose,	   BCG	   offers	  
unrivaled	  career-‐development	  opportunities.	  	   TALK	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

BCG	  

	  Women	  (and	  men)	  who	  need	  more	  flexibility	  to	  
attend	  to	  family	  or	  other	  personal	  commitments,	  
we	   offer	   a	   range	   of	   progressive	   options.	  	   These	  
include	   part-‐time	   employment,	   leaves	   of	  
absence,	  and	  temporary	  non-‐client-‐facing	  roles.	  	  

INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

BCG's	  four	  Nordic	  offices	  (Copenhagen,	  Helsinki,	  
Oslo,	   Stockholm)	   employ	   about	   250	  consultants	  
with	   different	   backgrounds	   from	   the	   Nordic	  
region	   and	   throughout	   the	   world.	   Employees	  
report	   high	   job	   satisfaction,	   much	   of	   which	  
stems	   from	   the	   friendly	   and	   informal	  
atmosphere	  and	  the	  entrepreneurial	  spirit	  of	  the	  
small-‐office	  environment.	  	   RESULTS	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

Measured	   on	   business	   performance	   and	  
employee	  satisfaction,	  BCG	  Nordic	   is	  one	  of	   the	  
most	   successful	   office	   systems	   in	   BCG	  
worldwide.	  	   RESULTS	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

We	   have	   been	   consistently	   recognized	  
by	  Working	  Mothermagazine	   as	   one	   of	   the	   100	  
best	   companies	   overall	   for	  women	   to	  work	   for.	  
Our	   Women's	   Initiative	   was	   also	   featured	  
in	  FORTUNEmagazine,	  which	  noted	  many	  of	   the	  
specific	   ways	   we	   help	   our	   female	   employees	  
succeed.	   RESULTS	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

Social	   impact	   leave	   of	   absence:	   Take	   a	   social	  
impact	   leave	   of	   absence	   to	   spend	   up	   to	   12	  
months	   on	   social	   impact	   work	   of	   your	   choice.	  
BCG	   can	   support	   you	   in	   identifying	   the	  
organization	  and	  position.	  	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

Volunteering:	   Participate	   in	   volunteer	   projects	  
through	   your	   BCG	   office.	   There	   are	   many	   that	  
can	   benefit	   from	   your	   contribution.	   Examples	  
include	   consulting	   to	   local	   social	   entrepreneurs,	  
mentoring	  high-‐school	  classes,	  or	  spending	  a	  day	  
with	  your	  office	  colleagues	  helping	  in	  a	  homeless	  
shelter.	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

During	   our	   careers,	   we	   all	   encounter	  
unexpected	   circumstances	   as	   well	   as	   exciting	  
opportunities,	   and	   each	   of	   us	   will	   explore	   a	  
range	   of	   personal	   and	   career	   development	  
options.Sometimes,	   our	   choices	   require	   us	   to	  
take	   time	   away	   from	   work.	   To	   the	   extent	  
possible,	  BCG	  gives	  us	  the	  flexibility	  to	  travel	  the	  
path	  we	  choose	  in	  the	  way	  that	  works	  best	  for	  us	  
individually.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  
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BCG	  

During	  our	  careers,	  we	  all	  encounter	  unexpected	  
circumstances	   as	   well	   as	   exciting	   opportunities,	  
and	   each	  of	   us	  will	   explore	   a	   range	  of	   personal	  
and	   career	   development	   options.Sometimes,	  
our	   choices	   require	  us	   to	   take	   time	  away	   from	  
work.	  To	   the	  extent	  possible,	  BCG	  gives	  us	   the	  
flexibility	   to	   travel	   the	   path	   we	   choose	   in	   the	  
way	  that	  works	  best	  for	  us	  individually.	   	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

Our	  people	  are	  the	  foundation	  of	  BCG’s	  success,	  
so	   we	   are	   as	   flexible	   as	   we	   can	   be	   in	   making	  
adjustments	   to	   your	   working	   arrangements.	  
Whether	   you	   choose	   to	  be	   away	   from	  work	   for	  
an	   extended	   time,	   part-‐time,	   or	   just	   for	   a	   few	  
hours	  during	  the	  day,	  we	  respect	  your	  needs.	  We	  
trust	   you	   to	   skillfully	  balance	  your	  personal	  and	  
work	  commitments.	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   INDIVIDUAL	  

BCG	  

We	  do	  not	   judge	  your	  performance	  by	   the	   time	  
you	   stay	   in	   the	   office	   but	   by	   what	   you	  
accomplish.	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

BCG	  

In	   addition,	   we	   have	   embarked	   on	   an	   exciting	  
new	  initiative	  that	  fundamentally	  transforms	  the	  
way	  we	  work:	  PTO	   (Predictability,	   Teaming,	   and	  
Open	   Communication).	   Applicable	   to	   all	  
consulting	  staff,	  PTO	  is	  more	  than	  the	  traditional	  
arrangements	   made	   for	   those	   with	   specific	  
needs—it	  is	  a	  new	  way	  to	  create	  an	  environment	  
of	   sustainable	   intensity	   and	   make	   a	   career	   at	  
BCG	  sustainable	  for	  everyone.	  	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

You	  may	  want	   to	   take	   an	   extended	   break	   from	  
work	   for	   many	   reasons.	   In	   the	   project-‐based	  
world	   of	   BCG,	   it	   is	   easier	   to	   take	   a	   leave	   of	  
absence	   between	   projects	   than	   it	   would	   be	   in	  
most	  other	  professions.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

BCG	   understands	   that	   certain	   changes	   in	   your	  
life	  may	   require	  you	   to	   rebalance	  your	  personal	  
and	   work	   responsibilities,	   so	   we	   provide	   the	  
option	   of	   working	   part-‐time	   and	   make	   every	  
effort	   to	   sustain	   your	   career	   development	  
throughout.	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

BCG	  

Working	  part-‐time	  does	  not	   limit	  your	  career	  at	  
BCG;	   it	  may	   just	   take	   you	  a	   little	   longer	   to	   gain	  
the	   skills	   and	   experience	   you	   need	   to	   achieve	  
your	   goals.	   You	  will	   continue	   to	   have	   the	   same	  
opportunities	  as	  your	  colleagues	  and	  earn	  equal	  
recognition	  for	  your	  contributions.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

BCG	  

Our	  flexibility	  policies	  were	  highlighted	  as	  world-‐
leading	   inFORTUNE	  magazine's	   annual	   survey	  of	  
top	  employers.	  	   RESULTS	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

PWC	  

Vi	   är	   en	   utpräglad	   ”people’s	   business”	   där	  
medarbetarna	   egentligen	   är	   vår	   enda	   resurs.	  
Ytterst	   handlar	   det	   för	   oss	   om	   att	   attrahera	   de	  
bästa	  människorna	  och	  erbjuda	  en	  miljö	  där	  det	  
är	   lätt	  att	  skaffa	  utmaningar,	  där	  man	  kan	  trivas	  
och	  vill	  stanna.	   WISHES	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

PWC	  

Vår	   framgång	   och	   det	   värde	   som	   vi	   tillför	   våra	  
kunder	   skapas	   av	   våra	   medarbetare.	   Därför	   är	  
det	   avgörande	   att	   vi	   investerar	   i	   våra	  
medarbetares	   utveckling	   och	   att	   vi	   har	   ett	   bra	  
arbetsklimat	   som	   baseras	   på	   våra	   värderingar.	  
Dessa	   bygger	   på	   att	   främja	   en	   kultur	   av	  
delaktighet,	   innovation	   och	   mångfald	   som	   gör	  
det	  möjligt	  för	  alla	  medarbetare	  att	  använda	  sin	  
kunskap	  och	  talang	  på	  bästa	  sätt.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  
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PWC	  

För	   att	   också	   fortsättningsvis	   attrahera	   rätt	  
medarbetare	  behöver	  vi	  vara	  en	  arbetsplats	  där	  
medarbetarna	  upplever	  att	  de	  kan	  vara	  med	  och	  
bidra	  och	  utvecklas.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

PWC	  

Våra	   medarbetare	   har	   olika	   önskemål	   och	  
prioriteringar	  under	  olika	   faser	  av	   livet.	  PwC	  vill	  
vara	  en	  organisation	  där	  arbete	  och	  privatliv	  går	  
att	  förena.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

PWC	  

Inom	   medarbetarområdet	   har	   vi	   ett	   år	   av	  
konsolidering	  bakom	  oss.	  Vi	  har	  fokuserat	  på	  att	  
höja	   kvaliteten	   i	   befintliga	   processer	   för	   att	  
säkerställa	   att	   både	   chefer	   och	   medarbetare	  
känner	  sig	  trygga	  i	  vilka	  förväntningar	  som	  riktas	  
mot	  varje	  roll	  och	  process,	  	   TALK	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

PWC	   Våra	  medarbetare	  är	  vår	  viktigaste	  tillgång	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

PWC	  

För	   att	   också	   fortsättningsvis	   attrahera	   rätt	  
medarbetare	   behöver	   PwC	   Sverige	   vara	   en	  
attraktiv	  arbetsplats	  där	  medarbetarna	  upplever	  
att	  de	  kontinuerligt	  kan	  bidra	  och	  utvecklas.	   WISHES	   	  	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

PWC	  

Vår	   medarbetarundersökning	   visar	   att	   PwC	  
Sverige	   uppfattas	   som	   en	   organisation	   där	  man	  
kan	  förena	  både	  arbete	  och	  privatliv	   RESULTS	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

PWC	  

Inom	  PwC	  Sverige	  uppmuntras	  medarbetarna	  att	  
ta	  egna	   initiativ	  och	  prova	  på	  nya	  saker.	  Genom	  
möjligheten	   att	   arbeta	   i	   ett	   annat	   land	   inom	  
PwC:s	   globala	   nätverk	   får	   de	   chansen	   att	  
utvecklas	   både	   i	   sin	   profession	   och	   som	  
människa	  i	  en	  helt	  ny	  miljö.	  	   WISHES	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

PWC	   Vi	  investerar	  i	  våra	  	  medarbetares	  utveckling	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

PWC	  

Vår	   framgång	   och	   det	   värde	   som	   vi	   tillför	   	   våra	  
kunder	   skapas	   av	   våra	  medarbetare.	   	   De	   är	   vår	  
viktigaste	   tillgång.	   Därför	   är	   	   deras	   utveckling	  
avgörande	   både	   för	   PwC	   Sveriges	   verksamhet	  
och	   för	   samhället	   	   i	   stort.	   Våra	   värderingar	   är	  
vägledande	   	   för	   att	   skapa	   ett	   arbetsklimat	   där	  
våra	   	   medarbetare	   kan	   utvecklas	   tillsammans	  	  
med	  PwC	  Sverige.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

PWC	  

Genom	   att	   medarbetarna	   är	   delaktiga	   i	   olika	  
projekt,	   utbildningar	   och	   delar	   med	   sig	   av	   sin	  
kunskap	  till	  andra	  utvecklas	  de	  ständigt.	  Det	  i	  sin	  
tur	  medför	  att	  de	  växer	  både	  som	  människor	  och	  
medarbetare.	   Inom	   PwC	   finns	   alla	  
förutsättningar	   för	   medarbetare	   att	   utvecklas	  
och	   därför	   är	   vi	   också	   attraktiva	   på	  
arbetsmarknaden.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

PWC	  

PWC	   sponsar	   Lidingöloppet	   och	   engagemanget	  
ligger	  helt	  i	  linje	  med	  PWCs	  satsning	  på	  friskvård	  
för	  medaerbetarna.	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  

PWC	  

Varannat	   år	   annordnas	   TUR	   för	   samtliga	  
anställda	   osm	   ä	   e	   en	   helg	   med	   sport	   och	  
kulturaktiviteter	   i	   kombination	  med	   information	  
från	   företagsledningen.	   TUR	   skapar	   en	  
gemensam	   upplevelse	   för	   teamen	   och	   hela	  
företaget.	  	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  

PWC	   Personalomsättningen	  uppgick	  2012	  till	  12%	   RESULTS	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  
PWC	   Sjukfrånvaro	  uppgick	  till	  2,	  1%	  2012	   RESULTS	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

PWC	  

Våra	   intressenter	   ställer	   krav	   på	   att	   vi	   ska	  
bedriva	   vår	   verksamhet	   på	   ett	   ansvarsfullt	   sätt.	  
Via	  en	   intern	  bedömning	  har	  vi	   identifierat	  våra	  
väsentliga	   intressenter:	   •	   Ägare	   (samtliga	   är	  
anställda	  i	  bolaget),	  medarbetare	  och	  potentiella	  
medarbetar.	  	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

PWC	  

Vi	   är	   övertygade	   om	   att	   det	   går	   att	   förverkliga	  
professionella	   mål	   och	   visioner	   hos	   oss.	   Det	  
beror	  framför	  allt	  på	  dig	  själv	  om	  du	  lyckas.	  	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  
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PWC	  

Vi	   satsar	   stora	   resurser	   på	   seriös	   återkoppling	  
med	   upprättande	   av	   individuella	  
utvecklingsplaner	  och	  erbjuder	  utbildning	  både	  i	  
intern	  och	  extern	  regi.	   INITIATIV	   VAGUE	   NEUTRAL	  

PWC	  

Våra	   medarbetares	   kompetens	   och	   ständiga	  
utveckling	   är	   avgörande	   för	   våra	   framgångar.	  
Företagskulturen	   stödjer	   i	   hög	   grad	   alla	   former	  
av	  utveckling	  och	   initiativ.	  Den	  präglas	   av	  bland	  
annat	   öppenhet,	   kommunikation,	   gemenskap	  
samt	  respekt	  för	  individen.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

PWC	  

Möjligheterna	   att	   påverka	   arbetssituationen	   är	  
goda,	   främst	  via	  de	  väl	  utvecklade	   rutinerna	   för	  
feedback,	  coachning	  och	  utvecklingsplanering.	   TALK	   	  	   INDIVIDUAL	  

PWC	  

En	   annan	   viktig	   del	   är	   att	   bidra	   till	   våra	  
medarbetares	   trivsel,	   välbefinnande	   och	  
hälsotillstånd.	   Som	   exempel	   kan	   nämnas	   vår	  
årsarbetstidsmodell	   som	   ger	   möjlighet	   till	  
flexibel	   förläggning	   av	   både	   arbetad	   och	   ledig	  
tid,	   sjukvårdsförsäkring,	   förstärkt	  
föräldrapenning,	   subvention	   av	   träningskort	   m	  
m.	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

PWC	  

En	  annan	  mycket	  omtyckt	  aktivitet	  är	  TUR-‐spelen	  
med	   devisen	   Trivsel,	   Utmaning	   och	   Resultat.	  
Under	   en	   helg	   samlas	   medarbetare	   från	   hela	  
Sverige	   för	   olika	   former	   av	   idrottstävlingar	   och	  
sociala	  aktiviteter.	   INITIATIV	   CLEAR	   ORGANIZATIONAL	  

PWC	  

Jämställdhet	   betyder	   att	   kvinnor	   och	   män	   har	  
samma	  möjligheter,	   rättigheter	  och	  skyldigheter	  
inom	  livets	  alla	  områden.	   TALK	   	  	   NEUTRAL	  

	  

 

 


